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Resumo
Textos são elementos fundamentais para uma efetiva comunicação em nosso cotidiano.
A mobilidade de pessoas e veículos em ambientes urbanos e a busca por um produto de
interesse em uma prateleira de supermercado são exemplos de atividades em que o en-
tendimento dos elementos textuais presentes no ambiente são essenciais para a execução
da tarefa. Recentemente, diversos avanços na área de visão computacional têm sido re-
portados na literatura, com o desenvolvimento de algoritmos e métodos que objetivam
reconhecer objetos e textos em cenas. Entretanto, a detecção e reconhecimento de textos
são problemas considerados em aberto devido a diversos fatores que atuam como fontes de
variabilidades durante a geração e captura de textos em cenas, o que podem impactar as
taxas de detecção e reconhecimento de maneira significativa. Exemplo destes fatores in-
cluem diferentes formas dos elementos textuais (e.g., circular ou em linha curva), estilos e
tamanhos da fonte, textura, cor, variação de brilho e contraste, entre outros. Além disso,
os recentes métodos considerados estado-da-arte, baseados em aprendizagem profunda,
demandam altos custos de processamento computacional, o que dificulta a utilização de
tais métodos em cenários de computação restritiva. Esta dissertação apresenta um estudo
comparativo de técnicas de detecção e reconhecimento de texto, considerando tanto os
métodos baseados em aprendizado profundo quanto os métodos que utilizam algoritmos
clássicos de aprendizado de máquina. Esta dissertação também apresenta um método de
fusão de caixas delimitadoras, baseado em programação genética (GP), desenvolvido para
atuar tanto como uma etapa de pós-processamento, posterior a etapa de detecção, quanto
para explorar a complementariedade dos algoritmos de detecção de texto investigados
nesta dissertação. De acordo com o estudo comparativo apresentado neste trabalho, os
métodos baseados em aprendizagem profunda são mais eficazes e menos eficientes, em
comparação com os métodos clássicos da literatura e considerando as métricas adotadas.
Além disso, o algoritmo de fusão proposto foi capaz de aprender informações complemen-
tares entre os métodos investigados nesta dissertação, o que resultou em uma melhora
das taxas de precisão e revocação. Os experimentos foram conduzidos considerando os
problemas de detecção de textos horizontais, verticais e de orientação arbitrária.
Abstract
Texts are fundamental elements for effective communication in our daily lives. The mobil-
ity of people and vehicles in urban environments and the search for a product of interest
on a supermarket shelf are examples of activities in which the understanding of the textual
elements present in the environment is essential to succeed in such tasks. Recently, several
advances in computer vision have been reported in the literature, with the development
of algorithms and methods that aim to recognize objects and texts in scenes. However,
text detection and recognition are still open problems due to several factors that act as
sources of variability during scene text generation and capture, which can significantly
impact detection and recognition rates of current algorithms. Examples of these factors
include different shapes of textual elements (e.g., circular or curved), font styles and sizes,
texture, color, brightness and contrast variation, among others. Besides, recent state-
of-the-art methods based on deep learning demand high computational processing costs,
which difficult their use in restricted computing scenarios. This dissertation presents
a comparative study of text detection and recognition techniques, considering methods
based on deep learning and methods that use classical machine learning algorithms. This
dissertation also presents an algorithm for fusing bounding boxes, based on genetic pro-
gramming (GP), developed to act as a post-processing step for a single text detector and
to explore the complementarity of text detection algorithms investigated in this disserta-
tion. According to the comparative study presented in this work, the methods based on
deep learning are more effective and less efficient, in comparison to classic methods for
text detection investigated in this work, considering the adopted metrics. Furthermore,
the proposed GP-based fusion algorithm was able to learn complementary information
from the methods investigated in this dissertation, which resulted in an improvement of
precision and recall rates. The experiments were conducted considering text detection
problems involving horizontal, vertical and arbitrary orientations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
Written language (or simply text) is one of the greatest creations of humanity, constituting
as a base for the growth of human civilization [32]. Since from ancient times to modern
times, texts can be found everywhere, such as cavern inscriptions, manuscripts, traffic
signs, constructions, documents, advertising, web-email, among others.
In fact, texts are rich sources of high-level semantic information found within scenes;
this is especially true for texts found in urban environments. In several computer vision
tasks, the understanding of texts present in a scene may be of paramount importance.
By using text detection/recognition technologies, machines can successfully recognize and
interpret important events in multimedia data. Examples of applications include navi-
gation in urban environments, automatic sign recognition, support to visually impaired
people, multimedia retrieval, and industrial automation. In light of this, research and
commercial efforts have been focusing on developing such applications [158, 166, 175].
Different from the classic problem of optical character recognition, the task of detect-
ing and recognizing texts in real scenes presents some research challenges that are still
associated with open problems. The variability in the way a textual element can appear
in a scene leads to failures in the text recognition in images considering the algorithms
and techniques available in the literature. This variability is mainly due to the different
challenges that texts may present within a scene, such as a font style, uneven lighting,
low contrast, complex background, interference factors, and multilingual text.
To deal with these challenges and thus redraw the frontier of acknowledgment, the
research community has been making efforts to propose new algorithms and techniques to
detect and recognize texts effectively and efficiently. Methods proposed before the “era”
of deep learning [173, 181] are considered handcrafted in the sense they are based on
application-specific features, hereafter named non-deep learning methods. Often, those
methods are quite efficient, but their results are not as effective as the ones achieved
by data-driven approaches, such as deep learning. In fact, solutions based on deep
learning have been producing state-of-the-art effectiveness results for different text de-
tection/recognition scenarios. On the other hand, methods based on this approach often
demand high computational resources in terms of energy consumption, memory, and
storage footprints. Also, such methods demand huge volumes of labeled data to achieve
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effective results. For some scenarios (for example, restricted computing scenarios, such as
mobile-oriented applications), the high costs of some solutions may prevent their use in
real-world applications.
Due to the lack of comparative studies on these restricted computing scenarios, it is
not possible to know to what extent such solutions can be used. Therefore, to fill this
gap, we first survey recently proposed text detection and recognition methods. Our study
considers methods based on deep learning, as well as based on non-deep learning strate-
gies. Our survey focused on text detection and recognition methods published from 2014
to 2018 in selective venues. In our study, we characterize the most important proper-
ties of existing methods, according to specific questions, such as how does each method
work? Which features do they use to characterize relevant information to detect or rec-
ognize text? Which datasets are commonly employed in their validation? Which training
procedures are commonly employed? In a second moment, we compare experimentally
non-deep and deep methods in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency, considering
widely-used benchmarking datasets. The effectiveness of methods is analyzed in terms
of recall, precision, and F-measure. Efficiency, in turn, is assessed in terms of processing
time (inference time) and disk usage (in MB).
In addition to the comparative study, we address another problem related to the fusion
of detection methods. We claim that detection results of non-expensive solutions can be
combined leading to effective results. Also, even the combination of solutions produced
by costly deep-learning-based approaches can benefit from fusion techniques. In fact, the
ability of devices with constrained resources (e.g., embedded devices and smartphones) of
running several applications in parallel1 enables the design of methods that take advantage
of complementary views from different text detection methods. In this work, we focus
on finding complementary information from lighter text detection methods for devising
applications that require low memory consumption, without losing sight the idea of taking
advantage of sophisticated methods towards enabling effective client-server applications,
which allow an off-line processing. Moreover, despite the use of sophisticated segmenta-
tion and even learning procedures, often ad-hoc post-processing procedures to improve
detection results. This is true even for approaches based on deep learning. Common pro-
cedures include the analysis of a set of rectangular and multi-oriented bounding boxes to:
(i) eliminate overlapping bounding boxes; (ii) maintain the bounding tables that contain
regions of interest and (iii) remove all the bounding boxes that do not contain any regions
of interest. Performing such simple but effective fusion procedures often lead to an increase
in both recall and precision of final text detection results. Therefore, in this second part,
we introduce a new method that combines text detection results from different detection
methods to exploit the complementary information of different methods for text detec-
tion. We model the problem of fusion of the bounding box as an optimization problem,
whose solution takes advantage of a computer solution based on Genetic Programming
(GP). GP is a method based on evolutionary computational, and due to its evolutionary
structure, this method has been used successfully in several optimization problems. In
addition, GP has been used with success in similar applications, such as object detection,
medical image classification and optical character recognition [81]. In particular, GP has
1https://developer.android.com/training/multiple-threads (As of Dec. 2019).
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been demonstrated to yield effective results in fusion problems [9, 10, 16, 31].
1.2 Research Questions
In this work, we address the following research questions:
1. Are state-of-the-art text detection algorithms effective and efficient for restricted
processing scenarios?
2. Are state-of-the-art text recognition algorithms effective and efficient for restricted
processing scenarios?
3. Would the fusion of text detection results lead to improved results, in comparison
with performance of individual algorithms for text detection?
4. Would genetic programming be an effective approach for bounding box fusion?
5. Would our proposed solution based on GP lead to improved effectiveness results
when acting as post-processing method?
1.3 Contributions
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• A survey on recently proposed text detection and recognition methods.
• Experimental evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of text detection and
recognition methods considering a restricted computing scenario.
• Proposal of an algorithm able to filter out bounding boxes of a given algorithm
towards removing overlapped bounding boxes and false-positive cases, with a mini-
mum loss in the overall detection results.
• Proposal of an algorithm able to combine the detection results of two or more
algorithms towards capturing their complementary views.
• Proposal of a method for filtering bounding boxes and that can be adapted to
different operating scenarios and datasets.
1.4 Text Organization
This research work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the concepts that will
be used in this research work, as well as deep learning concepts and their use for text
detection and recognition. This chapter also presents a brief discussion of existing surveys
in the area of text detection and recognition. Chapter 3 describes the methodology
used for including/excluding research works in the survey. Also, this section provides
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an overview of recently published research initiatives in the context of text detection and
recognition based on deep learning and non-deep learning. Chapter 4 presents an overview
of commonly used evaluation datasets and metrics. We also present the results obtained
by comparing text detection and recognition methods based on deep-learning and non-
deep-learning in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Chapter 5 introduces the proposed
GP-based fusion approach by using text detection methods. Chapter 6 presents the final
remarks and directions for future works.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we present a review of important concepts and definitions used throughout
this dissertation, focusing on deep learning concepts and their use in text detection and
recognition problems. This chapter is organized into three sections. In Section 2.1, we
present fundamental concepts related to text detection and recognition. Also, we define
the target problem. Section 2.2 provides a literature review of methods used before
the deep learning era. Section 2.3, in turn, presents fundamental concepts related to
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Also, the
use of deep learning in text detection and recognition is discussed.
2.1 Background Concepts
In this section, we present important concepts and definitions related to problems inves-
tigated in this dissertation. We also present possible applications and current challenges
in text detection and recognition problems.
2.1.1 Text Detection
Existing variability in terms of text shape can be categorized into three groups:
• Horizontal text: Textual elements whose characters appear horizontally, in a straight
line (from right to left and vice versa) – illustrated in Figure. 2.1;
• Multi-oriented text: Textual elements whose sequence of characters appear in a
arbitrary direction, but in a straight line – illustrated in Figure. 2.2; and
• Arbitrary-shape Text: Textual elements whose sequence of characters appear in a
not straight line (e.g., curved text) – illustrated in Figure. 2.3.
Text detection approaches aim to detect all bounding boxes that contain regions of an
image with a text. Minimum bounding rectangles or polygons are often used to enclose
texts in images. Minimum bounding rectangles are represented with four vertices and are
used to enclose horizontal and multi-oriented text, as illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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Polygons are used to enclose arbitrary-shape texts. Those polygons are often represented
with multiple vertices.
Given an image I, the text detection task aims to detect all bounding boxes (see
Figure 2.4) that contain a text region. Equation 2.1 presents the coordinates used to
enclose horizontal text:
I −→ {(xi, yi, wi, hi)}n xi, yi, wi, hi, n ∈ N, (2.1)
where x and y denote the top-left corner coordinates and w and h denote the width and
height of the bounding box i, and n the number of bounding boxes.
Figure 2.1: Minimum bounding rectangle is represented with four vertices and used to
enclose horizontal texts.
For multi-oriented and arbitrary-shape text, the set of bounding boxes that delimit
text regions contained in an image can be described by Equation 2.2:
I −→ {(x1i, y1i, x2i, y2i, x3i, y3i, . . . , xmi, ymi)}n xmi, ymi, n ∈ N. (2.2)
Figure 2.2: Rotated rectangle is represented with four vertices and used to enclose mul-
tioriented text regions.
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Figure 2.3: Polygon is represented with n vertices and used to enclose arbitrary shaped
text regions.
where x and y denote each corner coordinate of the bounding box i detected in the image,
m the number of vertices, and n the number of bounding boxes.
Localization
Figure 2.4: Text detection. Given an input image (left), a minimum bounding rectangle
(blue) is used to define a text region (right).
2.1.2 Text Recognition
In general, a text recognition process is applied after detecting all regions of text in the
image. To recognize texts, firstly it is necessary to know the position of the text in the
image or assume that the input is a cropped word image. For some traditional methods,
before the text recognition process, a segmentation procedure [173] (binarization, text
line segmentation, or character segmentation) is applied to improve the quality of the
text image, or used together with the text recognition process. This segmentation process
can be applied by separating the text from the background, in which each pixel of the text
is segmented as a blank pixel and each pixel of the background as a black pixel. Algorithms
based on adaptive thresholding [185], clustering [157], or probability models [161] were
traditional techniques used to segment text regions.
Given a cropped word image I, text recognition aims to convert correctly the text
contained in an image to a transcribed text. The transcribed text can be defined as a
sequence of characters c1, c2, c3, . . . , ci (Equation 2.3).
I −→ (c1, c2, c3, . . . , ci) ci ∈ A, (2.3)
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where each character ci is a character that belongs to an alphabet A and i is the number
of characters in the transcribed text. This alphabet typically includes uppercase letters
“A” to “Z”, sometimes lowercase letters “a” to “z”, and numbers “0” to “9” (as illustrated
in Figure 2.5)
CONVERSE
 Recognition
Figure 2.5: Text recognition. Given an input image (left), a sequence of characters is
computed (right).
2.1.3 Word Spotting
Text detection and recognition can be considered complex problems due to the diversity
of texts that appear in real-world scenarios, such as restaurants, monuments, traffic signs,
internet, supermarket, among others. To minimize the complexity of the text recognition
task, a vocabulary (lexicon) with specific words are used to constrain the text detection
in the image. In [173], word spotting task is used to detect specific words given a lexicon.
In ICDAR 2015 “Robust reading competition” [76], word spotting task aims to de-
tect and recognize words considering three types of lexicons, named weakly, generic, and
strongly, which are defined as:
• Weakly: This dataset refers to the lexicon with all words (with 3 character or longer,
and only letters) that appear in the entire test set.
• Strongly: This dataset refers to the lexicon of 100 words per image, including all
words (with 3 character or longer, and only letters) that appear in the image.
• Generic: This dataset refers to the lexicon with 90k words.
Words with special characters were filtered out from the lexicon. Examples include
symbols and punctuation marks (except for hyphens). For instance, “big restaurant” is a
valid word and can be considered into of lexicon, while “user.name” not is a valid word,
because it contains a special character “.”. In this case, this word not is considered in the
lexicon.
Given an image I and a lexicon L, the aim of word spotting is to detect all bounding
boxes (x, y, w, h) of the image I that contain text, and are present into the lexicon L.
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Equation 2.4 presents the process of converting an image and a lexicon to a sequence of
characters. Equation 2.5 presents the set of words used to constrain the detection text
given an image I:
L
I−→ D = {(xi, yi, wi, hi)}m xi, yi, wi, hi,m ∈ N ∪ ∅ (2.4)
L ∈ {(c1,1, c1,2, ..., c1,n1), (c2,1, c2,2, . . . , c2,n2), . . . , (cm,1, cm,2, . . . , cm,nm)} : cij ∈ A, (2.5)
where x and y denote each corner coordinate of the bounding box i detected in the image
I, and ∅ denotes an “distractor” set. Given a lexicon L, whether not all words in the
lexicon L are presented in the image I, these words are called as “distractors”, and will
belong to ∅. cij refers to the sequence of characters that are presented in the lexicon L,
while A is the alphabet used to represent cij.
2.1.4 End-to-End Recognition
In several traditional methods, firstly, a text detection task is applied, followed by a
recognition task. However, the end-to-end task combines these two tasks in a single
task, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Similarly to word spotting task, the end-to-end task
is the process of detecting and recognizing text considering a lexicon [173]. In some
works [106], end-to-end is considered as word spotting. However, the ICDAR 2011, 2013,
and 2015 [75, 77, 79, 118] competitions present both end-to-end and word spotting as two
different tasks, where for end-to-end, special characters that appear in the transcribed
word are removed from the beginning and the end. In turn, for word spotting, special
characters are removed considering all transcribed words. Besides, in the work presented
by Neumann et al. [118], the term end-to-end is addressed to the general problem of text
detection and recognition.
CONVERSE  Recognition
Localization
End-to-End
Spotting
Figure 2.6: Example of end-to-end recognition. The objective is to detect and recognize
texts in a single step.
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2.1.5 Applications
A great number of applications for text detection and recognition were created in the last
years. Some of them are listed below:
• Security: License plates play an important role in surveillance procedures. In fact,
license late detection and recognition approaches have been used in various scenarios
in tasks, such as car identification, traffic monitoring, toll collection, and parking
systems [23]. For example, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) systems
are used to identify vehicle owner who violates traffic rules (e.g., fast driving) [126].
• Navigation in urban environments: Scene texts are one of the most difficult
types of texts to detect, because these types of texts present different problems, such
as uneven illumination, low contrast, among other problems. Navigation devices
detect and recognize these scene texts within images and use this information to
provide guidance in urban environments [111].
• Automatic sign recognition: The scene texts can be found in different places,
for instance: shops, supermarkets, houses, among others. In particular, traffic signs
found in traffic panels are of wide interest. Detecting and recognizing traffic panels
have been employed in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) with the goal of
supporting road maintenance and assisting drivers [44].
• Visually Impaired People: There is a high amount of visually impaired people in
the world (around 314 million approx. with 45 million blind) [176]. Such amount is
increasing over the years, so mobile devices that use optical character recognition to
recognize texts, for instance, reports, receipts, bank statements, restaurant menus,
product packages, etc, have been developed to assist those people in their daily
activities. For example, people with visual impairment can be guided by means of a
mobile device with automated assistance feature; warnings can be raised in complex
situations such as crossing a street.
• Multimedia Retrieval: Web-based systems have been used to store a large
amount of information. For instance, every day some universities and research
institutes record a large amount of audiovisual content through the use of e-lecturing
systems, leading to a large amount of audiovisual data available on the web. Text
detection and recognition approaches can be used in the creation of search systems
which exploit textual information found within educational videos [168].
• Industrial automation: In various types of companies, e.g., in mail delivery com-
panies, automatic text recognition systems use address information contained in
envelopes for categorization purposes (e.g., by country or city), optimizing delivery
procedures. Also recognition of house numbers and texts in maps benefits automatic
geocoding systems [139].
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2.1.6 Challenges
Detecting and recognizing texts in images are still considered an open problem due to
the increase of challenges, such as scene problems, complex background, interference fac-
tors, font style, and multi-lingual text. Therefore, different types of competitions were
launched to foster the creation of solutions to such problems. For instance, in 2011 [77],
“International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition” (ICDAR) competition
launched a “Robust Reading Competition” (RRC) in images and videos. This first com-
petition was called “Born Digital Images” which aimed to detect and recognize digital text
images (Web and Email). In 2013 [79], ICDAR competition launched a new challenge,
called “Focused Scene Text,” in which natural or scene text images are detected and rec-
ognized due to its high complexity in comparison with artificial text images, e.g., uneven
lighting, blurring, degradation. In 2015 [75], ICDAR competition introduced new tasks
to be resolved. The end-to-end task was added to perform both tasks of text detection
and recognition as a single task. The focus of this competition was on detecting and
recognizing multi-oriented text in natural scenes.
Recently, new competitions have been launched with new challenges. These challenges
can be categorized in five groups:
Scene problem
Text detection and recognition in natural images can be considered as a hard task because
taking images in uncontrolled environments can generate images with uneven lighting,
degradation, and blurring (illustrated in Figure 2.7).
• Uneven lighting can be produced due to the type of camera, or type of environment
where the image was taken, causing it that the colors in the image to turn white or
very light, deteriorating the characteristics of the image text, and generating errors
in the text detection and recognition process [173]; and
• The degradation and blurring in text images are produced by capturing the image
in an environment with fast movements, causing the text quality to be degraded or
out of focus [106]. For text segmentation, this problem can generate bad segmenta-
tion [111].
Figure 2.7: Taking images in uncontrolled environments can produce images with uneven
lighting.
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Complex background
In natural images, there is the difficulty of separating text from the background, due to the
diversity of objects that may appear in the image [106, 173] (illustrated in Figure 2.8). In
many cases, the background can be mixed with texts, making it more difficult to properly
identify text regions [122, 166, 183].
Figure 2.8: Examples of images taken with the complex background, which are similar to
text regions.
Interference factors
There are cases where the considered image is taken with objects over the text, i.e.,
metal meshes, trees, smoke (illustrated in Figure 2.9), generating discontinuity in the
pixels associated with text regions. This complex scenario often leads to errors in the
text detection [106]. These errors are mostly found in methods that use segmentation
procedures to detect text [8, 183].
Figure 2.9: Examples of images taken behind of a metal meshes. Those meshes make the
text detection process more difficult.
Font style
In various collections of images taken in the natural environment or internet, a great
variety of text fonts are observed (illustrated in Figure 2.10). However, due to the existence
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of this diversity of text fonts (scene texts) various learning models need large datasets to
learn to generalize correctly [80]. A character can be represented by more than hundreds
or thousand types of fonts, generating long character datasets. For instance, “italic” and
“gothic” are two types of fonts with very different characteristics [8, 183].
Figure 2.10: Example of images with different fonts.
Multilingual text
Due to the existence of a large number of languages in the world, detecting and recognizing
texts in multilingual settings (see Figure 2.11) is challenging for several reasons. Firstly,
there are hundreds of alphabets with different vocabularies, for instance, the Latin alpha-
bet has approximately 26 letters, however for the Chinese, Japanese or Korean alphabet,
there are thousands of letters. Secondly, the difference between writings generates that
new and robust models learn to detect different text types, and classify texts according
to specific writing. For instance, in images with texts in the Arabic language, we can
find straight and curved letters, and words without blank spaces. English texts, in turn,
often contain letters in a more straight configuration, and in many situations, words are
separated by blank spaces [61].
Figure 2.11: Example of images with regions containing texts in multiple languages.
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2.2 Non-Deep Methods for Text Detection and Recog-
nition
In this section, we describe the main concepts related to non-deep learning, connected
components analysis (CCA), and sliding windows (SW) mainly in the concept of Tesseract,
which is the method that we used in of the comparative study of text recognition methods.
2.2.1 Background on Non-Deep Learning
Before the spread use of deep learning approaches for text detection and recognition,
researchers of different areas, such as Computer Vision (CV), Machine Learning (ML),
and Document Analysis (DA) developed a great number of initiatives. A typical research
venue relied on the proposal of handcrafted-based methods for the text detection and
recognition problems. Solutions were designed or “handcrafted” to find the right trade-off
between accuracy and computational efficiency, as well as to generate robust algorithms
against occlusion and variation in scale and lighting [114].
Among the most popular solutions, we can mention those based on Connected Com-
ponents Analysis (CCA) or Sliding Windows (SW), used to extract candidate
characters; non-maximum-suppression to reduce repetitive characters; classifiers to
classify components in characters and to remove characters-like objects; text tracking
to classify weak characters in strong characters; grouping to group characters into text
lines or words, among other algorithms. Figure 2.12 illustrates this pipeline. Connected
Components or Sliding Windows are used to extract candidate characters by using fea-
tures, such as color or extremal regions. Non-Maximum suppression is used to remove
repeating candidate characters. A trained classifier is used to filter out non-characters.
Finally, characters with similar heights, widths spacing, color among other features are
grouped in text lines or words. A recognizer module (Language model) is used to convert
the text image in transcribed text.
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Figure 2.12: Design of a traditional method based on the use of Connected Compo-
nent/Sliding Windows to detect, and Tesseract to recognize text.
However, the use of these algorithms together with pre-processing steps (e.g., en-
hancement of edges and corners, change the color space, multi-scale image, image seg-
mentation), and a great amount of data generate that the CPU (Processing Control Unit)
perform a large number of calculations and operations, causing these methods to be very
costly in terms of processing time, limiting their use in practical applications. Another
issue refers to the fact that these methods also do not yield high effective results when
compared with deep-learning-based methods. For text detection, CCA and SW are two
algorithms widely used in handcrafted-based methods.
2.2.2 Connected Components Analysis (CCA)
Connected Components Analysis is an algorithmic application of graph theory [173],
where subsets of connected components (undirected subgraphs) are uniquely labeled. In
computer vision, each vertex of the undirected subgraphs represents a pixel of the image.
In text detection problem, connected component is used to extract character candidates
of the image through several ways, e.g., color similarity or extremal regions) [92, 116, 117].
Although this method can detect texts with a high recall, is necessary to use classifiers or
specific rules to filter out non-text components. Popular techniques that use connected
components, such as Stroke Width Transform (SWT) and Extremal Regions (ERs) [61],
provide great recall and precision in text detection. Methods based on this approach
achieved good results on terms of Recall and Precision for text detection on ICDAR’11
and ICDAR’13 datasets. Neumman and Matas [122] presented a recall of 71.3%, precision
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of 82.1%, and f-measure of 76.3% for ICDAR’13 dataset. Li et al. [92] presented a recall
of 62.0%, precision of 80.0%, and f-measure of 70.0% for ICDAR’11 dataset.
2.2.3 Sliding Windows (SW)
Sliding Windows is an algorithm that uses various windows with different sizes and as-
pect ratios to detect text regions in the image [50, 86, 91]. Firstly, each window is moved
across the entire image at all possible positions. For each window position, a classifier,
usually trained with low-level features (e.g., image gradients, intensity histogram, or vari-
ants of wavelet coefficients), is used to classify regions as text and non-text. Secondly,
false positives are removed using post-processing steps. This approach is computationally
more expensive than CCA [173], since it is necessary to realize a search of text regions in
all positions in the image, using windows with different sizes, which makes the use of this
approach unpractical in real-time applications. The approach of Lee et al. [91] achieved
the following results on ICDAR’11: a recall of 75.0%, precision of 66.0%, and a f-measure
of 70.0%.
2.2.4 Tesseract OCR Engine
For text recognition, the Tesseract OCR engine is a traditional software used to rec-
ognize words, in which various handcrafted-based methods are used to extract the text of
the image.
Tesseract [145] is an open-source OCR engine proposed to recognize words from gray-
level or RGB images, which can be understood as a five-stage pipeline, as illustrated in
Figure 2.13. Firstly, the input image (text region) is converted into a binary image using
an adaptive threshold. This image is segmented via a CCA method for further inspection
of the nesting of outline and also to deal with write-on-black text regions. At this point,
the Tesseract provides a set of blobs with nested outlines gather together in order to have
an organization of text line regions. The next stage of the method consists of finding text
lines by filtering out regions with a height smaller than a threshold, which is defined as the
fraction of the median height of the text size in that region. Later, the Least Median of
Square method [134] is applied in order to find the baselines (i.e., the baseline, descender
line, meanline, and ascender line) and a fixed and non-fixed pitch detection is applied to
split words into characters. Finally, a two-pass classification process is used to recognize
characters, considering a set of topological features [7, 143], such as y-position relative to
baseline, contour length, second x-moment, and second y-moment.
2.3 Deep-learning Methods for Text Detection and Recog-
nition
In this section, we describe the main concepts related to deep learning and convolutional
neural networks, mainly in the context of text detection and recognition problems.
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Figure 2.13: Overview of the Tesseract OCR engine.
2.3.1 Background on Deep Learning
For understanding Deep Learning (DL), firstly it is necessary to know what Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) are. For that purpose, we introduce ANNs, essentially describing
the concepts of Feed-Forward Neural Networks, Gradient Descent, and Backpropagation
algorithms.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) is a computational model inspired by the be-
havior of human brain [37], which has been developing over the years. Since the first
version of a neural network model presented by McCulloh and Pitts [109] in 1943, new
models have been developed. ANNs are networks composed of neurons and can be or-
ganized in several layers, stacked with each other sequentially (Multi-layer Perceptron).
These layers are often categorized as:
• Input Layer: Also called as the first layer of a neural network, composed of “n”
inputs (neurons), and where each signal is passed to each input.
• Hidden Layer: Composed of one or more hidden layers, and where all the com-
putation is done.
• Output Layer: Also called as the last layer of a neural network, composed of “m”
outputs (neurons), and where the output signals are produced.
Perceptron or also known as neuron, is a simple network proposed by Rosenblatt et al.
in 1958 [133], and later improved by Minsky and Papert [112] in 1969. Perceptron is a
network that takes various input signals and produce a single output signal. Each input
signal xi is multiplied by the weight wi associated with its respective connection. Given
a perceptron composed of n input values {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, and their respective weights
{w1, w2, . . . , wn}, and a bias value b, the output value is determined as shown in Equa-
tion 2.6. The result of this operation is passed for an activation function f (illustrated
in Figure 2.14), where given a threshold value δ, if the output is less than δ, the output
value yj is “zero” – it means that the neuron will not activated – otherwise the output
value yj is “one” [34, 37, 49, 51].
yj = f(
n∑
i=1
xiwi) (2.6)
In Artificial Neural Networks, there are two types of topology: feed-forward and
feedback. In feed-forward neural networks, e.g. Multilayer perceptron networks
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of a perceptron. Given n inputs, the information of each input
Xn is multiplied by a weight Wn. After, all multiplications are summed and passed to an
activation function f , which is determined whether the information is passed on through
the perceptron on yj.
(MLP) [112] the input values travel in only one direction (forward). For each value that
travels from the input layer to the hidden layer, a series of operations are applied to the
input value, after the new value is passed to the next layer. It continues through all the
layers and finally the output is determined. On the other hand, in feedback neural net-
works such as Recurrent Neural Networks, the input values travel in both directions
or loop, i.e., the output of a neuron is used as input in the following neuron, allowing all
possible connections between neurons.
Training an ANN often relies on optimization procedures that exploit Gradient Descent
and Backpropagation. Gradient Descent, proposed by Cauchy et al. [13] in 1908, is
an optimization algorithm used in machine learning to find the minimum global (the
minimum value that can be found) of the cost function of an ANN [34, 49, 51]. To
understand better the operation of the gradient, an analogy is given as an example. Given
a mountain and a person, this person tries to go down from the top of the mountain to the
foot, however he/she cannot see anything because is quite foggy, to find the best way is
necessary he goes down, if he/she goes down in great steps he can get deviated, and never
reach his/her target. This analogy takes the person as the “algorithm,” the direction of
descending from the top of the mountain to foot as “gradient descent.” The inclination of
descending from one point to another point as “error.” The foot as “global minimum” and
the time it takes for the algorithm to reach the local minimum as “speed of the algorithm.”
Backpropagation, introduced by Rumelhart et al. [135] in 1986, is used in feed-
forward neural networks for classification and prediction [144]. Backpropagation is un-
derstood as an algorithm that propagates the error produced by comparing the predicted
output with the desired output (supervised learning). This propagation is carried out-
back, wherein the output layer the error is propagated to the previous layer of the output.
In which each neuron of each previous layer receives a fraction of the total signal of the
error obtained, this fraction is based on the contribution made by each neuron for the
calculation of the output. This process is repeated in all neurons until all the neurons
that contributed to the final error are discovered [37].
The training of an artificial neural network can be described as follow. Given a group
of neurons from the input layer, each neuron transmits signals (e.g., images, sound, text or
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time series) to each neuron to the hidden layer. In the hidden layer, a series of operations
are applied; these consist of multiplying each input value xi of the previous neuron by its
weight value wi (depending on the weight value they can increase or inhibit the activation
state of the adjacent neurons). Therefore, the products are summarized and passed to
an activation function, which is used to limit the output of the neuron to a permissible
amplitude range (sigmoid function) (Equation 2.7). Thus successively for each neuron,
the output value yi is used like input value of the next neuron. Such operations aim to ex-
tract the main features from the input value. Finally, these input values are passed to the
output layer (last layer). In the output layer, a cost function is computed by calculating
the difference between the desired output and the predicted output. Finally, backprop-
agation and gradient descent algorithms (general model of an ANN is illustrated in
Figure 2.15) is applied by adjusting the weights of the network and minimizing the cost
function as much as possible (the lower the loss function is, the closer it is to the desired
output) [37].
f(x) =
1
1 + −x
(2.7)
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Figure 2.15: Model of an ANN, in which the interconnection between artificial neurons is
observed by trying to model the biological brain. For each neuron of the input layer (red),
the information is passed to the neurons of the hidden layer (blue), where it is processed.
Finally the information is passed to the output layer (green), and used for classification
or prediction.
According to Bengio et al. [5], “Deep learning algorithms seek to exploit the unknown
structure in the input distribution to discover good representations, often at multiple lev-
els, with higher-level learned features defined in terms of lower-level features”. According
to Goodfellow et al. [46], deep learning is “a hierarchy of concepts that allows the com-
puter to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones. If a graph
is drew, it show how these concepts are built on top of each other, the graph is deep,
with many layers. For this reason, this approach is called as AI deep learning.” We can
define deep learning as an architecture based on ANN with the ability to discover and
learn representations (also called representation learning or feature learning), in which
a large number of layers (three or more layers) hierarchically transform the raw input
(lower-level features) to high-level features, increasing the complexity and abstraction of
the input data [46], in addition, the number of parameters are increased of thousands to
millions. For instance, given the pixels of a image as input, the first layer aims to encode
the edges. The second layer has as aim to encode corners and contours. In the third has
as aim to encode part of objects. Finally, the last layer has as aim to recognize the image,
like faces, cars, buildings, text, among others [2].
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Recently, deep learning have been widely used in various fields such as computer vi-
sion, natural language processing and robotics. In computer vision, Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are two approaches widely used.
According to the results obtained by using CNN on ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recog-
nition Challenge (ILSVRC)1, which is a contest targeting the object recognition problem.
The use of CNN in this challenge led a great impact in the machine learning community as
CNN-based approaches won this challenge, bringing down the state-of-the-art results over
the years (in 2012, for example, the error rates, dropped from 26.1% to 15.3% [85]). Also,
RNN and Long-Short Term-Memory (LSTM) are sequence models used for sequence learn-
ing and are widely used natural language processing. Various works about methods based
on deep learning achieved better results for text detection and recognition for ICDAR’13
and ICDAR’15 in comparison with no-deep learning-based methods. Liu et al. [102], for
example, achieved a recall of 87.92%, a precision of 91.85%, and a f-measure of 89.84% for
ICDAR’15, and a f-measure of 92.82% for ICDAR’13. Zhang et al. [95], in turn, achieved
a recall of 84.0%, a precision of 91.0%, and a f-measure of 88.0% for ICDAR’13, while a
recall of 78.5%, a precision of 87.9%, and a f-measure of 82.9% for ICDAR’15.
2.3.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Proposed by Fukushima in 1980 [33], and after used by LeCunn to recognize handwrit-
ten zip code [87] in 1989, CNN is a type of ANN widely used in computer vision, due
to its success in several works such as object detection [53], text detection [104], pedes-
trian detection [24], face detection [63] among others. A CNN can be represented by
two stages: In the first stage, the CNN learns the convolution filters that will used to
transform the image of low-level features to high-levels of features (learning feature repre-
sentation), consisting of various convolution and max-pooling layers. In the second stage,
a Fully Connected (FC) is applied to classify the image into “n” classes. Nowadays, new
CNN models come to use tens or even hundreds of layers to achieve great results, e.g.
AlexNet [85], GoogleNet [150], Inception V3 [151], Inception V4 [149], VGG Net [98], Mi-
crosoft ResNet [54], DenseNets [64]. However, the use of the deeper models have produced
the degradation problem. This problem consists of the exploding/vanishing gradients in
the training process. Therefore, the solution to this problem was creating optimization
techniques to avoid the degradation problem such as skip connections, transfer learn-
ing, initialization strategies, optimization strategies, batch normalization, and layer-wise
training [154].
What is convolution layer?
A convolution is an operation that takes two functions and returns an output by using
Equation 2.8. In the context of image analysis, the first function is represented as the
image I, which is a multidimensional array with image data. The other function is
represented as the kernel (or filter) K, which is a multidimensional array used to enhance
the key features of the image. The output is represented as the feature map S, which is
1http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/ (As of Dec. 2019).
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the result of applying the convolution operator between the image and the kernel [46].
S(i, j) = (I ∗K)(i, j) =
∑
m
∑
n
I(i−m, j − n)K(m,n) (2.8)
where ∗ is denoted as the convolution operator, m and n as the numbers of rows and
columns of the kernel.
What is the Max-pooling, Sub-sampling or Down-sampling layer?
Max-pooling also is known as Sub-sampling or Down-sampling, is used to reduce the
dimensionality space of each feature map of previous layers. Moreover, other benefits
of performing Max-pooling are: to reduce the number of parameters and computations
into the network, to control the overfitting, and to make the network invariant to small
transformations, distortions, and translations [30]. This operation takes a pooling region
(e.g., a matrix 2 × 2) and translates across feature map, where for each translating, the
pooling region preserv3 the maximum value. For example given feature maps H×W ×C,
where H is the height, W is the width, and C is the feature maps number or channels,
after applying Max-pooling on each feature map, new (H/2) × (W/2) × C feature maps
are obtained [2, 30] (Figure 2.16).
What is a Fully-Connected layer?
A Fully-Connected layer has a similar structure that a Multi-layer Perceptron, in which
high-level features are passed as input to the Fully Connected, these generated by applying
Convolution and Max-pooling operations (illustrated in Figure 2.16). These high-level
features are passed by each Fully-Connected layer, and finally in the last layer is computed
the class scores of the input [30].
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of a LetNet-5 proposed by LeCunn et al. [88]. In this network,
Convolutional layers and subsampling layers are used to transform the input image in
feature maps. Finally, a Fully Connected layer is used to classify it on 10 classes.
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2.3.3 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent Neural Network [25] is a type of ANN designed to recognize patterns of various
sequences of data types, such as genomes, words, times series, letters, texts among others
sequences of data. However, to recognize these sequences of data, a traditional ANN is
not enough, because is necessary to remember previous sequences of data to predict future
sequences of data. For example in natural language processing, the inputs for a neural
network are sequences of letters, for each letter sent for neural network, the output word
is built correctly if the neural network can learn what letters appear before each one.
Traditional ANN only works forward, i.e., the input value is sent from the input layer
to the hidden layer after it is sent to the final layer completing a cycle of an ANN. To solve
this, in the hidden layer of an RNN a time loop is incorporated to store the sequential
information given a new input, and also to persist the sequential information through time
(time loop is called as “memory”). This inclusion causes all the inputs and outputs to be
independent of each other, and that when new inputs are processed, they can use previous
input value to store in the hidden layer and to predict outputs into a given context.
ht-1 ht ht+1
yt-1 yt yt+1
xt-1 xt xt+1
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of a Recurrent Neural Network, in which in the hidden layer the
information of the input value is persisted and used by following layers. For each neuron
of the input layer (red), the information is passed to the neuron of the hidden layer (blue)
in a time t− 1. This information is processed in this neuron, and passed for the following
hidden neuron in a time t. Finally, the information is passed to the output layer (green),
in the same time t− 1.
Given an input xt in the time t, from the input layer xt is sent to the hidden layer
ht at the same time t, where a matrix of weights Wx of the hidden layer is multiplied by
the input xt at the instant t. This is then added by the previous output in the hidden
layer ht−1 occurred in the time tt−1 and multiplied by the matrix of states or transition
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Wh (presented in Equation 2.9).
ht = fh(Wxxt +Whht−1) (2.9)
where fh is an activation function applied, Wx is the array of weights in the hidden layer
given an input value xt at the instant t. xt is the input value at the instant t. ht−1 is the
output value of the hidden layer at the instant t− 1. Wh is the transition matrix used in
the hidden layer. ht is the output value of the hidden layer instantly t (illustrated in the
Figure 2.17).
Then, it is sent to the output layer yt at the instant t and thus so on for each new
input value. The output value yt at the instant t is computed by multiplying the input
value in the hidden layer ht by an array of weights in the output layer Wy (presented
in Equation 2.10). Finally, an activation function fy is applied to Wyht. Similar to
traditional neural networks, to train an RNN, an expected value is compared at each
output value yt at the instant t, where the error between the output yt at the instant t
and the expected output is generated by using a Backpropagation through time (BBTT)
and Gradient Descent.
yt = fy(Wyht) (2.10)
2.3.4 An End-to-End Trainable Neural Network for Image-Based
Sequence Recognition and Its Application to Scene Text
Recognition (CRNN)
This recognition method combines two types of neural networks, DCNN and RNN, to
build an end-to-end system for sequence recognition [141], as illustrated in Figure 2.18.
The CRNN architecture consists of convolutional layers, followed by recurrent layers, and
a transcription layer on top of it. The convolutional layers are responsible for extracting
feature maps of the input images, while the recurrent layers aim to model spatial depen-
dencies and to predict objects that appear in sequence such as characters in a text line.
Finally, a transcription layer is used to translate predictions into the final label sequence.
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of the architecture of a CRNN. This architecture consists of
three parts. First, convolutional layers are used to extract feature maps sequence from
the input image. Next, recurrent layers are used to predict a label distribution for each
frame in the feature sequence. Finally, a transcription layer is used to translate per-frame
prediction into the final label sequence (adapted from [141]).
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2.3.5 Long-Short Term-Memory (LSTM)
Proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [60], the LSTM is a special kind of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) with the ability of learning long-term dependencies. LSTM is one
of the most popular and efficient deep learning-based methods, and it is used to reduce the
effects of vanishing and exploding gradients during the training phase [136], as well learn
tasks that require memories of events that passed a lot of steps back. Shortly, a RNN
has a simple structure composed of cells (or nodes) connected with a direct connection
to form linear chain, and each cell sends a message to its successor, i.e., the output of a
node is the input of its successor. The cells relatively simple, which are composed of a
nonlinear function, such as tanh or ReLU functions that compute the current memory
state ht, considering the previous hidden state (previous memory) ht−1 and the input
xt of the current step t as follow: ht = f(Wxxt + Whht−1) (see Figure 2.17). Due to
the simplicity of their cells, the RNN may fail in cases for which the network needs to
remember information for long periods of time. To overcome this problem, the LSTMs
are explicitly designed to learn long-term dependencies. Figure 2.19 shows a diagram of
the LSTM cell, which enables the network to “remember” the data already seen by the
network through the gating mechanisms that allow their cells to store and communicate
information.
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Figure 2.19: Illustration of the LSTM cell. LSTM models are made up of three different
components, or gates. There is an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. The
information in a LSTM cell can be processed sequentially and kept in the hidden state
through time.
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How Deep Learning works in text detection and recognition?
The use of deep learning for text detection benefited from solutions proposed for the
object detection problem. In this research venue, different families of object detectors
were extended or adapted to detect text in images. For instance, there are methods based
on region proposals, such as R-CNN [40], Fast R-CNN [39], and Faster R-CNN [130].
Another family of object detectors does not rely on region proposal, they try directly
estimate anchor-based object candidates. Examples of approaches of this category include
SSD [99] and YOLO [128] (illustrated in Figure 2.20).
Object
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Feature
Maps
Feature
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Figure 2.20: Illustration of the approaches used in text detection. a) Each bounding box
is predicted based on its anchor and rotation [99, 128]. b) A RPN is applied to predict
the rotating Region of Interests (RoI) with variant aspect ratios (adapted from [106]).
For text detection, anchor-based methods and region-proposal method are two ap-
proaches widely used to generate default bounding boxes. In the anchor-based meth-
ods, default bounding boxes with variant orientations and aspect ratios are translated
across the entire image to detect possibly the location of text. TextBoxes++ proposed
by Liao et al. [95] and EAST proposed by Zhou et al. [187] are two anchor-based meth-
ods. For the proposal of regions, default bounding boxes with variant orientations and
aspect ratios are proposed by a specific network, named Region Proposal Network (RPN).
Corner-based Region Proposal Network (CRPN) proposed by Deng et al. [21], Rotational
Region CNN (R2CNN) proposed by Jian et al. [69] (illustrated in Figure 2.21), and Rota-
tion Region Proposal Networks (RRPN) proposed by Huang et al. [65] used this strategy
to detect word bounding boxes.
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Figure 2.21: The architecture of R2CNN is proposed to detect text in natural images.
The RPN module is used for proposing axis-aligned bounding boxes that enclose into
feature maps the arbitrary-oriented texts, after of applying RPN, ROI Pooling maps are
created (Adapted from [69]).
Recently for text recognition on Deep Learning, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [36],
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [141], Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [142], Connection-
ist Temporal Classification (CTC) [36, 141], attention mechanism [100], and attention-
based encoder-decoder framework [132] are used to recognize text. Deep architectures
based on RNN and LSTM were proposed to recognize texts, such as the architecture of
CRNN proposed by Shi et al. [141]. Their model mainly consists of convolutional layers,
recurrent layers, and transcription layer. Another architecture in this category is the
DTRN proposed by He et al. [56], which exploits a structure that combines CNN and
RNN.
2.4 Genetic Programming (GP)
GP comprises a set of artificial intelligence solutions, which was inspired on the theory of
evolution. GP is commonly used in optimization problems, whose solutions are modeled
as individuals of a population that evolves over generations, subject to genetic operations
(reproduction, mutation, crossover). The objective is to discover near-optimal solutions
(individuals with the best performance) to the target problem, as illustrated in Figure 2.22.
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Is the maximum 
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Figure 2.22: Pipeline of GP-based fusion method. After the initialization of the popula-
tion. Elitism mechanisms select the best individuals (e.g., 20% best) of the population
to the next generation, without any changing, while the reproduction step produces the
remaining (e.g., 80%) of the population by applying mutation and crossover operations
upon the entire population.
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Algorithm 1 outlines the main GP evolutionary steps. First, a population of randomly
generated individuals is created (line 1). In the following, this population is evolved
over generations (lines 3 – 9). The fitness of each individual is computed (line 4) and
then individuals are selected (line 5) according to their fitness to be sent to the next
generations. After this step, individuals are subjected to genetic operations in order to
define the next population generation (lines 6–8). At the end of the process, the best
performing individual is returned (line 10).
Algorithm 1 Basic GP evolution algorithm.
1: procedure GP Evolution
2: Generate an initial population of individuals
3: for N generations do
4: Calculate the fitness of each individual
5: Select the individuals to genetic operations
6: Apply reproduction
7: Apply crossover
8: Apply mutation
9: end for
10: return the best performing individual
11: end procedure
A common application of GP is related to the evolution of programs. In this case, the
goal is to find a program that best performs a particular task, based on the combination
of basic fusion operators. We exploit this research venue in this work.
2.5 Related Work
Several research initiatives have been proposed in the context of text detection and recog-
nition. Existing systems up to 2005 are covered in the surveys of Jung et al. [71] and
Liang et al. [94]. While the survey presented in [71] covers methods for both image and
video in general, the survey in [94] focuses on only images. The latter also presents and
discusses challenges from the document analysis perspective, as well as foreseen applica-
tions that might take advantage of camera-based text analysis solutions. More recently,
the survey of Zhang et al. [181] focuses on text detection research initiatives up to 2013.
No discussion on text recognition methods is provided.
The survey of Zhu et al. [193] covers the scene detection and recognition problem,
discussing advances and future trends up to 2014. In their survey, the major challenges
in the area are categorized into three main categories: diversity of scene text, which
concerns the presence of different fonts, scales, and orientations; complexity of the back-
ground, which refers to the presence of texture patterns (e.g., signs, fences, and bricks)
that may hamper the identification of true text; and interference factors, which comprise
a set of perturbations (e.g., noise, blur, distortion, low resolution, non-uniform illumi-
nation, and partial occlusion), which may impact the effectiveness of text detection and
recognition algorithms. That survey also categorizes existing methods in the area into
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Figure 2.23: Challenges in Text Detection and Recognition (Adapted from [173]).
three categories: text detection, text recognition, and end-to-end text recognition. The
first concerns the set of methods that focus on text detection and location. The second,
in turn, assumes that the texts have been detected and only focus on the mapping of
detected text regions to readable and editable symbols. The third category encompasses
initiatives dedicated to the construction of end-to-end text recognition systems, which
perform both text detection and recognition tasks. That survey also discusses existing
benchmarks and evaluation protocols in the area, as well as presents the strengths and
weaknesses of evaluated methods.
The survey of Ye & Doermann [173] analyzes, compares, and contrasts technical chal-
lenges, existing text detection and recognition methods, as well as their performance in
widely used benchmarks (e.g., datasets and evaluation protocols) up to 2014. That survey
also summarizes the main challenges in the area. Figure 2.23 summarizes the main chal-
lenges identified by the authors. Scene complexity refers to the difficulty in discriminating
text from non-text, given the complexity of the surrounding scene. Uneven light, in turn,
refers to illumination issues and the uneven response of sensory devices, which lead to
color distortions that impact the effective performance of visual features and segmenta-
tion approaches. Blurring and degradation are generated due to the working conditions
of the cameras (e.g., without focus) and compression problems. Blurring usually impacts
edge-based character detection methods and causes character touching, an issue that of-
ten affects the results of segmentation methods. Perspective distortion affects both the
detection and the recognition process, as text boundaries can not be modeled using rect-
angular shapes. Aspect ratio variation requires the development of methods invariant to
location, scale, and length of characters/words, issues that affect the efficiency of existing
methods. Variation of fonts is also an issue as it leads to large intra-class variability that
affects the performance of character recognition systems. Finally, another issue concerns
with handling multilingual scene imaging. In those environments, more complex text
recognition approaches are demanded.
Ye & Doermann [173] categorize existing methods proposed to address the above
challenges into two main groups: a stepwise and integrated methodology. The stepwise
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approaches implement a feed-forward pipeline to detect, segment, and recognize regions.
The integrated approaches, in turn, focus on the word recognition problem. In those
approaches, both the detection and the recognition methods either share information
about character classification or perform joint optimization procedures.
The focus of the survey of Yin et al. [179] was on methods for text detection, tracking,
and recognition in videos up to 2016. A framework is proposed to summarize existing
methods according to relations and interactions of detection, tracking, and recognition
tasks. The survey also covers video text detection and recognition using individual and
multiple frames, commonly used evaluation protocols and datasets, possible applications
that may benefit from such technologies, and existing challenges and future directions in
the area.
Bhowmik et al. [6] surveyed existing methods for text and non-text separation in offline
document images. They identified four common classes of images for which the text/non-
text separation task is usually performed: online document images, scene images and
video frames, web images, and general offline document images. Despite the main focus
of the paper in general offline document images, some of the discussed solutions have
been typically used for text detection in scene images and video frames. Some examples
include the approaches based on regions and connected components.
The survey of Long et al. [106] analyzes and compares deep and non-deep text detec-
tion and recognition methods. Deep-learning methods use deep networks in traditional
problems that were solved using handcrafted methods. In their survey, the major diffi-
culties in the area are categorized into three main categories: Diversity and variability
of text in natural scenes, it refers that there are high diversity and variability (e.g., lan-
guages, colors, fonts, sizes, orientations, and shapes) in natural scene texts. Complexity
and interference of background refers to the fact that there are background patterns ex-
tremely similar to text patterns (e.g., traffic, signs, bricks). And finally, occlusions of
foreign objects, which refers to the situation in which images with texts with interference
might generate errors in text detection. Imperfect imaging conditions are related to the
quality of acquisition of the image can be affected by several factors (e.g. inappropriate
shooting distance angle, out of focus or shaking, low light level or highlights, shadows).
That survey also categorizes existing methods into four systems: detection system, recog-
nition system, an end-to-end system, and auxiliary methods. The first system concerns
with detecting and detecting text in natural image; the second transcribes and converts
detected text regions into linguistic symbols; the third comprises a unified system to de-
tect and to recognize text in natural images; the fourth system used auxiliary methods
to help in the process of text detection and recognition (e.g., synthetic data, bootstrap-
ping, text deblurring, incorporating context information, and adversarial training). That
survey also discusses existing benchmarks and evaluation protocols for text detection and
recognition, as well as recent progresses and dominant trends in the area of text detection
and recognition, as illustrated in Figure 2.24.
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Recent Trends
Detection
Auxiliary 
TechnologiesEnd-to-End
Recognition
Simplified Pipelines Different Prediction Unit Specific Targets CTC Attention
Concatenated 
Multi-Step
End-to-End Trainable 
Two Step Synthetic Data Bootstrapping Others
1) Anchor-Based: 
    - EAST
2) Region-proposal:   
    - R2-CNN
1) Text-instance:      
    - TextBoxes
2) Sub-text: 
    - pixel
    - component
1) Long text: EAST
2) Multi-orientation
3) Irregular shapes
4) Speed-up
5) Easy instance segmentation
6) Retrieving designated text
7) Against complex background
1) CNN+RNN
2) Conv Sequence 
Learning
3) Sliding Window
1) Attention-based decoding
2) Supervised Attention
3) Edit Probability-Based 
Training
4) Rectification
Separately trained; 
passing cropped 
images
Jointly trained; passing 
cropped feature maps; 
gradients propagate 
end-to-end
1) Synthesize cropped images
2) Rendering with natural images
3) Selective semantic 
segmentation
1) Bootstrapping for character 
boxes
2) Bootstrapping for word boxes
1) Deblurring
2) Leveraging Context
3) Adversarial Attack
Figure 2.24: Schematic diagram of the recent progress regarding deep-learning methods
and their dominant trends (Adapted from [106]).
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Chapter 3
Survey on Text Detection and
Recognition Methods
In this chapter, we present the methodology used to select works that were used in this
study, besides of questions were asked to drive the selection of these works. We also
presents a survey on text detection and recognition methods based on non-deep and deep
learning methods.
3.1 Selection Procedures
In this section, we discuss the methodology used for selecting relevant works for text detec-
tion and recognition. Despite the huge amount of works published in the last years, firstly,
the systematic review conducted in this work aimed to address the following question:
What are the most relevant articles in the literature for text detection and recognition?
After finding a set of relevant articles, we performed a meta-analysis for categorizing
the documents found. Our goal was to identify relevant relationships among existing
approaches in the area.
3.1.1 Data Collection
We use the Scopus1 to search for articles related to text detection and recognition which
are relevant for the computer vision and document analysis research fields. Scopus is the
largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed conferences and journals, which
contain documents from several publishers including Elsevier, The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Wiley, Cambridge University Press, among others.
Firstly, we selected all works founded in Scopus, from which we identified keywords
based on which we created search string: TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Text detection" OR “Text
recognition" OR “Scene text recognition" OR “Scene text recognition" OR “Optical char-
acter recognition"). In this initial search, we found 9, 633 documents including different
types of documents (e.g., conference, transactions, journals, among others), date, and
several scientific communication vehicles. Figure 3.1 shows the number of retrieved docu-
1https://www.scopus.com/ (As of Oct. 2018).
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ments by year. Here, we can see that there was a significant increase in the interest of the
scientific community in this research topic, mainly from 2008 on. In the last ten years,
the number of published works retrieved in this first search was 5, 346, which corresponds
to more than 50.0% of all retrieved documents.
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Figure 3.1: Number of documents per year, found in our initial search.
3.1.2 Exclusion Criteria
To select the most relevant works that we found in our search, we applied some exclusion
criteria. Our objective was to remove:
• Studies already mentioned in the survey of Ye & Doermann [173];
• Papers unrelated to our research topic, that is works whose main goal was not the
text detection and recognition problems;
• Papers with very low number of citations in the scientific community.
Table 3.1 presents the exclusion criteria considered in this survey and the number of
documents affected by each one of them. Figure 3.2 summarizes the remaining documents
according to their year of publication and type of publishing vehicles. The number of doc-
uments found after applying these exclusion criteria was 3, 054 documents. To reduce this
amount of documents without discarding the most relevant works, we consider additional
exclusion criteria that take into account the Top-k relevant scientific communication vehi-
cles. Here, we defined the relevance of a period as the ratio between the sum of citations
of all documents in a specific period and the total amount of such documents. Figure 3.3
shows the Top-30 peer-reviewed scientific journal, transactions, and conferences, ranked
by their relevance. We notice that some important communication vehicles did not ap-
pear in our final ranked list, such as International Conference on Document Analysis and
Recognition (ICDAR) and International Journal on Document Analysis and Recognition
(IJDAR), due to the high number of documents published by these venues. For this
reason, we added in our list of selected documents some works that might be important
for this survey, taking into account our knowledge domain in the field. As a result, we
come up with 239 documents, including 172 from peer-reviewed conferences and 67 from
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peer-reviewed journals and transactions. Finally, we analyze all these documents and we
select those whose main subject is related to text detection and recognition tasks, which
resulted in 103 documents. This analysis was conducted by checking the content of the
paper.
Table 3.1: The exclusion criteria used for pruning the initial pool of documents. The first
columns show a brief description of the criteria and the second column shows the number
of the document to be removed by these criteria, separately.
Exclusion criteria # documents marked for exclusion
Unpublished documents in the last 6 years (2014 and beyond) 6, 268 (≈ 65%)
Unpublished documents in English 394 (≈ 4%)
Unpublished documents in peer-reviewed conference, transactions, and journals 474 (≈ 5%)
(a)
2189 (71.7%)
864 (28.3%)
Document Type
Conference Paper Article
(b)
Figure 3.2: The number of documents found in our initial search grouped by year (a) and
the number of documents grouped by type of documents (b). Scopus classifies articles as
journal and transaction manuscripts.
3.2 Comparison of Selected Methods
In this section, we performed a comparison of some important work selected in Sec-
tion 3.1. Firstly, a comparison of Non-Deep-based methods was performed, considering
the following aspects as evaluation criteria: Reference, Datasets, Type, Features, Classi-
fiers, Recognition, Application, Tasks, and Comments. Secondly, a comparison of Deep
Learning-based methods was performed, taking into consideration the following evalu-
ation criteria: Reference, Datasets, Initial weights, NN type – Loss function, Learning
algorithm, Stopping criterion, Tasks, and Comments. After each comparison, we provide
a discussion about the main findings.
3.2.1 Non-Deep Learning-Based Methods
Table 3.2 provides an overview of non-deep methods considered in our work. Those
methods are described below.
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Figure 3.3: Top-30 peer-reviewed scientific journal, transactions, and conferences, ranked
by their relevance.
• Column Reference provides a reference to the assessed paper.
• Column Datasets lists the datasets used in the evaluation of the proposed method.
• Column Type refers to the approach used for text detection. We consider three basic
categories: region-based (R), component-based (C), window-based (W). Region-
based methods rely on the use of a preliminary segmentation procedure, followed for
a region-classification scheme. We also include in this category, methods whose text
detection relies on pixel-based clustering procedures. Component-based approaches,
in turn, rely on the computation of connected components, followed by a component
classification scheme. Finally, windows-based solutions rely on sliding windows,
whose content is classified as text or non-text. Some hybrid methods in the literature
benefit from the combinations of these methods.
• Column Features refers to the set of features employed by the considered research
initiatives.
• Column Classifiers refers to the classifiers employed in the considered solution.
• Column Recognition provides an overview of the recognition approach adopted.
• Column Application points out which application(s) each solution focuses on.
• Column Tasks informs if the method includes detection (D) and/or recognition (R)
modules.
• Column Comments provides additional information about the research initiative
(e.g., if it handles multi-oriented texts or multiple languages).
We use NA (not applicable) to indicate that a particular paper does not address or
cover the typical content defined by the column.
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3.2.2 Discussion for No-Deep Method-Based Methods
Regarding the non-deep methods, which were presented in Section 3.2.1 and summarized
in Table 3.2, we could identify that:
1. Several methods for text detection have been proposed following the pipeline com-
posed of four main steps (e.g., [111]): identification of candidate regions for finding
characters, filtering of those regions, linking of regions to form candidate text re-
gions, and classification of candidate text regions.
2. The identification of candidate regions often relies on the use of components and
segmentation approaches. One approach widely used relies on Maximally Stable
Extrema Region (MSER) (e.g., [82, 93, 167]).
3. Character region filtering approaches often rely on simple and non-costly features
(e.g., shape descriptors, stroke features, text region geometric features – e.g., [47,
111]).
4. More elaborated feature extractors, however, are commonly used in later steps ded-
icated to the elimination of non-text regions (e.g., T-HOG used in [111]).
5. Texture descriptors are widely used by the community for modeling and character-
izing characters’ visual properties. Some examples include HOG (and variations) as
in [172] and LBP as in [61].
6. Classifiers typically used for filtering out candidate regions include SVM, Random
Forest, and AdaBoost (e.g., [61, 73, 90, 166, 170, 178]).
7. The use of mid-level representations have been explored for text detection in [4, 45,
90]. This family of approaches seem very promising to be used in multi-language
detection scenarios.
8. Embedding approaches, as those proposed in [131], seem to be promising in applica-
tions (e.g., search and recommendation services), for which texts may be recognized
without the need of determining their locations.
9. Very few initiatives addressed multi-language detection scenarios [4, 8].
10. Few research initiatives explicitly addressed multi-oriented texts [92, 93, 178].
11. Few initiatives have been focusing on text detection in videos [47, 153, 169].
12. Text recognition relies often on the use of the publicly available Tesseract approach
(or variations) [47, 111, 169, 175]. Another venue relies on the use of Hidden Markov
Chains [1, 162] or on the use of character-specific classifiers [172, 174].
13. In application-oriented papers, usage scenarios encompass automatic indexing of
urban scenes [111], traffic sign detection and recognition [45, 47], mobile-based de-
tection [174], assistive technologies [175], lecture video retrieval [169], multimodal
object classification [74], and logo retrieval [74].
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14. MSER is still being used as a candidate text region extractor in several non-deep
methods [146, 148, 155, 159].
15. Shape, geometric, and texture features are still very common to characterize text
or character regions [29, 59, 107, 146, 147, 159, 164, 189].
16. Some commonly used classifiers are SVM, AdaBoost, Random Forest, and K-Means
[148, 155, 159, 189].
17. ICDAR’11 and ICDAR’13 datasets were widely used as benchmark datasets for
scene text detection. Non-English approaches have been validated in language-
specific datasets [26, 113, 155, 159].
18. Few initiatives relied on threshold-based strategies for text detection [107, 190].
3.2.3 Deep Learning-Based Methods
In this section, we present the methods based on deep learning technique proposed only
for the text detection task and techniques proposed for text detection and recognition
tasks, at once, here after referred to as end-to-end solutions. Table 3.3 summarizes the
deep learning-based methods considered in this work.
• Column Reference provides a reference to the assessed paper.
• Column Datasets lists the datasets used for training and testing the proposed
method.
• Column Initial weights refers to the strategy used for defining the initial weights of
the network
• Column NN type – Loss function indicates the type of neural network (NN) used
and the loss function employed.
• Column Learning algorithm indicates the learning algorithm adopted in the solution.
• Column Stopping criterion provides the adopted stopping criterion adopted in the
learning process.
• Column Tasks informs if the method includes Detection (D) and/or recognition (R)
modules.
• Column Comments provides additional information about the research initiative.
We also use NA (not applicable) to indicate that a particular paper does not address
or cover the typical content defined by the column.
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3.2.4 Discussion for Deep Method-Based Methods
Regarding the deep learning-based methods, which were presented in Section 3.2.3 and
summarized in Table 3.3, we could identify that:
1. Several kinds of Neural Network has been investigated for the text spotting prob-
lem, including CNN [68, 105], RNN [102], CRNN [96] (a variant that combines
convolutional and recurrent neural networks), FCN [184], and LSTM [97].
2. The fully convolutional networks (FCN) [52] and the fully convolutional recurrent
neural networks (FCRN) [165] were employed in several works for a multi-scale
detection. Different from CNN, the FCN allows to feed the network with images of
different sizes during the training stage.
3. The introduction of multi-task learning mechanisms (multi-task losses) was an im-
portant advancement and nowadays, most of the recent networks adopt this strat-
egy. Basically, this mechanism enables to train the network to perform the following
tasks: (1) text detecting and bounding box detection at the same time [57, 58, 70];
or (2) text detection and recognition, also at the same time [102].
4. Similarly to non-deep methods, some deep learning-based methods also employed
some post-processing step towards improving the final results. Among the tech-
niques used in these works, we can highlight the proposed variant of non-maximum
suppression (e.g., polygonal non-maximum suppression, among others), link segment
grouping for line-level annotation [58, 70, 105, 188].
5. The use of Synthetic data (SynthText dataset) [48] for training neural networks was
also a major contribution in the literature, from which several works have bene-
fited since the main datasets released for the scientific community (e.g., ICDAR’11
and ICDAR’13 datasets [78, 80]) have limited size. We believe this technique for
generating synthetic data can be used for performing smart data augmentation to
improve the training stage of deep learning-based methods.
6. Some works have proposed for end-to-end scene text recognition systems and RNN,
CRNN, and LSTM [72, 102, 141, 142, 165] were commonly chosen for building
text recognizer. Most of these works concentrated effort for recognizing words from
English language, with some few exceptions of proposal for recognizing texts in other
different languages [58, 165].
7. Multi-oriented text detection also has been considered among the deep learning-
based methods. In general, some methods seek to detect the orientation from text
line cues estimated in a holistic way, by aggregating salience maps that highlight the
characters’ centroid and so by detecting sequential dot patterns [184], while other
approaches incorporated mechanisms, in the loss function, to learn the bounding
boxes orientation [188].
8. Very few works addressed the text detection problem in videos [167].
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9. Most of the approaches rely on the use of deep learning methods as classifiers and/or
feature extraction mechanisms [26, 113, 155, 186].
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Chapter 4
Experimental Comparative Study
In this chapter, we present an experimental comparative study, taking as input some
important works used in our survey (see Chapter 3), and relevant works proposed in the
literature.
In Chapter 3, we presented a large number of works published from 2014 to 2018, in
different conferences and journals, such as ICDAR, IJDAR, CVPR, ICCV, ECCV, among
others. Collaborating with the survey on text detection and recognition methods, we
conducted an experimental study. In the experimental study, we evaluate some methods
based on no-deep or deep learning methods for text detection and recognition, which were
selected considering the following criteria: the availability of source code and the datasets
in which they were evaluated. We also decided to choose the most promising non-deep
learning-based methods published before 2014 since the vast majority of methods that
follow this approach were published before this date.
In the experimental study, we compared each evaluated method in terms of its ef-
fectiveness and efficiency. The effectiveness of each evaluated method was performed in
terms of recall, precision, and f-measure. In turn, the efficiency of evaluated methods was
computed in terms of their processing time and disk usage.
We considered both non-deep- and deep learning-based methods. Non-deep learning-
based methods are solutions that have been effective in real-world applications [22, 138].
On the other hand, state-of-the-art methods demand a large amount of computational
processing, which may prevent their use in them. But, due to their high effectiveness
results, it is necessary to investigate if recently proposed methods could be considered for
a restricted scenario.
Once the experimental studies were performed, to determine if a method based on
deep learning or non-deep learning can be used within a restricted computing scenario,
we established a set of criteria. These criteria include the use of the maximum processing
time and disk usage that a method can be executed within a scenario with restricted
processing. We established that 1 second per image and 1 GB of disk usage are enough to
determine if a method can be executed within a restricted computing scenario. Since the
methods based on deep learning may have models up to sizes of several GBs, we consider
that models of size larger than 1GB are considered as a heavy model to be executed within
a restricted computing scenario (e.g, embedded devices and smartphones). Furthermore,
since such devices usually also have limited processors, another demand refers to execution
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of text detection/recognition in real-time, for which a maximum estimated time that we
set is 1 second per image. These criteria were defined in collaboration with our sponsor,
the Samsung R&D Institute Brazil, and aimed to attend the requirements for running the
evaluated methods on its mobile devices (smartTVs and smartphones).
In the following sections, we first introduce the employed datasets and metrics (Sec-
tion 4.1). Next, we present an overview of the text detection and recognition processes
and present two post-processing strategies, hereafter named as post-processing and im-
proved post-processing steps, which are used to improve the detection and recognition
results (Section 4.2). Next, we introduce the evaluated methods (Section 4.3). Next, we
present the results of the comparative study in terms of effectiveness and efficiency for
text detection (Section 4.4) and text recognition problems (Section 4.5).
4.1 Experimental Setup
In this section, we present datasets (Section 4.1.1) and metrics (Section 4.1.2) adopted
for measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of the comparative study.
4.1.1 Datasets
This section describes the datasets considered in this work. These datasets are publicly
available upon request and were built for evaluating methods designed for detecting and
recognizing text in images and videos. However, as mentioned before, in this part of our
dissertation, we turned out attention to evaluate methods for detecting and recognising
text in images. Table 4.1 summarizes the major features of these datasets, which are
described in the following sections.
Table 4.1: Main features of the benchmarks considered herein. In “Task" Column, “D"
and “R" refers to “Detection" and “Recognition", respectively.
Dataset Category Source Task Number of Images Number of Text Language
(Training/Test) (Training/Test)
ICDAR11 [78] Graphic text Web and D/R 551 5, 923 words English
email (410/141) (4, 227/1, 696) English
ICDAR13 [80] Graphic Text Camera D/R 462 1, 943 words Spanish, French, and
and Scene Text (229/233) (848/1, 095) English
ICDAR15 [76] Incidental Camera D/R 1, 500 more than 90, 000 English
Scene Text (1, 000/500) words English
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ICDAR 2011
This dataset was introduced in ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition and it was built
for evaluating text detection and recognition algorithms. The ICDAR’11 dataset provides
images found in Web pages and emails, which typically contain text born-digital images,
i.e., text created digitally. Usually, these multimedia objects present a low-resolution and
several compression artifacts since they are generated to be transmitted over the Internet
at a minimum cost.
In the official evaluation protocol of this dataset, the 551 images were divided into
two subsets: training and test sets. The training set contains 410 images. The test set
comprises 141 images.
ICDAR 2013
This dataset was introduced in ICDAR 2013 – “Focused Scene Text challenge competition”
and it is composed of scene text images. In scene text images, the textual elements appear
in real scenes, which were captured by a camera in an indoor or outdoor environment. For
this reason, the text detection and recognition in scenes are usually a challenging scenario
due to mainly the variability in which the text appear in real scenes, such as font style
and sizes, color, texture, among others. In total, this dataset provides 462 images whose
annotations were built in terms of rectangle word bounding boxes, totaling 1, 943 words.
All the text lines are horizontal or near horizontal.
The official evaluation protocol defined for this dataset divides the 462 images into two
subsets, training and testing sets, which contain 229 and 233 images, respectively [80].
ICDAR 2015
This dataset was introduced in ICDAR 2015 – “Incidental Scene Text challenge competi-
tion” and it is composed of scene text images. It provides images that were captured by
Google glasses in an indoor or outdoor environment where the user of the camera does
not take any action before captured the image, causing that the image captured has poor
quality and text positioning. In total, this dataset comprises 1, 500 images whose anno-
tations were built in terms of multi-oriented word bounding boxes, totaling 6, 545 words.
All the text lines are arbitrary. The official evaluation protocol defined for this dataset
divides the 1, 500 images into two subsets, training and testing sets, which contain 1, 000
and 500 images, respectively [76].
4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this section we evaluated the methods in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
Effectiveness
Two kinds of effectiveness evaluation are considered: one for the text detection and another
for the text recognition problem:
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Text Detection: In this work, we evaluated the effectiveness of the methods for the
text detection problem in terms of recall, precision, and f-measure. Here, we consider
a correct detection (true positive) if the overlap between the ground-truth annotation
and detected bounding box, which is measured by computing the Intersection of Union
(Eq. 4.4), is greater than 50%. Otherwise, the detected bounding box is considered an
incorrect detection (false positive). In this context, the recall, precision, and f-measure
are defined as follow:
• Recall (R) represents the fraction of text regions correctly detected among all text
regions labeled in the dataset:
R =
true positive
(true positive + false negative)
(4.1)
• Precision (P ) represents the fraction of text regions correctly detected among all
text regions detected by the system:
P =
true positive
(true positive + false positive)
(4.2)
• F-measure combines P and R into a unique score that indicates the overall quality
of the model and works well even with data sets that have disproportionate classes:
F-measure = 2×
(
P ×R
P +R
)
(4.3)
• Intersection over Union (IoU) measures the accuracy of the bounding boxes
predicted by a text locator:
IoU =
area(Bp ∩Bgt)
area(Bp ∪Bgt) , (4.4)
where Bp ∩Bgt and Bp ∪Bgt denote the intersection and the union of the predicted
and ground truth bounding boxes, respectively.
Text Recognition: In this work, we evaluated the effectiveness of the methods for the
text recognition problem in terms of recall, precision, and f-measure. Here, we consider
a correct detection (true positive) if the overlap between the ground-truth annotation
and detected bounding box, which is measured by computing the Intersection of Union
(Eq. 4.4), is greater than 50%, and the transcribed word found by detected bounding
box match with the transcribed word found in the ground-truth. Otherwise, the detected
bounding box is considered an incorrect detection (false positive). These metrics are used
in ICDAR’11 Born Digital Text task 3 [77], ICDAR’13 Focused Scene Text task 3 [79],
and ICDAR’15 Incidental Scene Text task 4 [75].
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Efficiency
Efficiency aspects considered both the processing time and the disk usage (in MB). We
used the Linux time command for measuring processing time since this tool can be applied
to all evaluated methods, regardless of the programming language. To perform a fair
comparison between the evaluated methods, we isolated a server to minimizing the biases
in our measurements added by calls to other external processes. The methods were
evaluated in sequence and we compute average time of each method considering three
executions. Concerning disk usage, we consider only the size of learned models, excluding
the disk usage regarding the source code and the possible libraries used by the methods
(e.g., Tesseract (tessdata) tool). All experiments were performed considering the following
hardware:
• CPU : Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GH;
• GPU : Nvidia GTX 1080 ti 11GB and Nvidia GTX Titan X 12GB;
• Memory RAM : 62GB;
• Operating system: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (Xenial Xerus).
4.2 Overview
This section overviews the adopted procedures for text detection and recognition, as well
as post-processing.
4.2.1 Text Detection and Recognition Approach
In this section, we describe the process to run text detection and recognition methods, as
shown in Figure 4.2. We considered as first step to use as input the datasets described
in the Section 4.1.1. For each input, a text detection method is used to detect all words
contained in images. For non-deep learning-based methods, a post-processing or improved
post-processing step is used to break the text line in words. Finally, new text detection
results are presented. For text recognition, after detecting all words into the image, a
text recognition method is used to recognize each detected word. Tesseract, LSTM, and
CRNN are the text recognition methods that we use to transcribe the detected text.
Finally, text detection and recognition results are presented.
Text 
recognition 
methods
Tesseract
 LSTM
 CRNN
Datasets
Detection 
and 
recognition 
results
Text detection 
methods Post-processing
New 
detection 
results
Detection 
results
Improved 
Post-processing
Figure 4.2: Overview of text detection and recognition approach.
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4.2.2 Post-processing
In this section, we describe the post-processing process used to improve the results of de-
tection, also used to transcript in text strings each detected word. Several works presented
in the literature [27, 117] are based on the detection of text lines or characters, which are
then grouped into words or text lines. ICDAR competitions evaluate text detection based
on word detection, therefore we consider necessary to transform these text lines to words.
Tesseract OCR Engine, described in Section 2.2, is a connected component-based software
used recognize text. We used this software to break text lines into words and characters.
In addition, we used this software as part of our text recognition methods for the com-
parative study. Finally, we used Tesseract to recognize the detected words, and obtain
the confidence of transcription of each one. As shown in Figure 4.3, first, the datasets de-
scribed in Section 4.1.1 are passed as input for each text detection method. Each method
detects all possible text lines or words contained in images. For each detected text line
or word, its bounding box is resized to have the height of 20 pixels, while keeping its the
aspect rate. Then, the Tesseract OCR Engine is used to break text lines in words, to
transcribe each word in text strings, and to obtain the confidence of whether a detected
image enclosed by a bounding box is a text, or not. Next, each new bounding box is
resized to its original size and the non-maximum suppression (NMS) method [41] is used
to remove repeating words. Finally, the new detected words and its transcription are
presented.
Tesseract  
OCR Engine
Resize of 
each detected 
text line 
image 
Coordinates, confidence, 
and transcription of the text 
image
Non-Maximum
-Suppression 
(NMS)
Resize of 
each detected 
text word 
image 
Detected text 
line or word 
image 
New detected 
text word 
image, 
confidences 
and 
transcriptions
Text detection 
method
Text 
recognition 
methods
Tesseract
 LSTM
 CRNN
Datasets
Detection 
and 
recognition 
results
Text 
detection 
methods
Post-processing
New 
detection 
results
Detection 
results
Improved 
Post-processing
Figure 4.3: Overview of post-processing approach.
4.2.3 Improved Post-processing
According to Section 4.2.2, we may improve detection/recognition results by using a
post-processing step for each detected text. In this section, as shown in Figure 4.4,
we incorporated a new module of restrictions. These restrictions are used to filter out
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detected bounding boxes that do not comply with certain conditions. These conditions
were defined with the goal of determining if a detected bounding box is a text or not,
such as:
• Remove all bounding boxes with the size of text string lower than 2 characters;
• Remove all bounding boxes with a confidence lower to 51% (of a total of 100%);
• Remove all bounding boxes with the size of text string equals to 2 characters and
whether the characters in the beginning and the end are equals;
• Remove all bounding boxes with the size of text string lower to 4 characters and
confidence lower to 60%;
• Remove all bounding boxes with repetitive characters (more of three consecutively
characters).
Tesseract  
OCR Engine
Resize of 
each detected 
text line 
image 
Coordinates, confidence, 
and transcription of the text 
image
Non-Maximum-
Suppression 
(NMS)
Resize of 
each detected 
text word 
image 
Detected text 
line or word 
images 
New detected 
text word 
images, 
confidences 
and 
transcriptions
Text detection 
method
Restrictions
Text 
recognition 
methods
Tesseract
 LSTM
Datasets
Detection 
and 
recognition 
results
Text 
detection 
methods
New 
detection 
results
Detection 
results
 CRNN
Post-processing
Improved 
Post-processing
Figure 4.4: Overview of improved post-processing approach.
4.3 Description of Evaluated Methods
This section briefly introduces evaluated methods.
4.3.1 Non-Deep Learning-Based Methods
Table 4.2 presents an overview of the non-deep learning-based methods that we used
to evaluate in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. In this table also we present infor-
mation about the Name, Programming language, and source of each text detection and
recognition method used in this work.
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Table 4.2: Overview of Evaluated Non-Deep Learning Methods (Implementation Details).
Name
Programming
Source†
language
SnooperText [111] Java http://www.dainf.ct.utfpr.edu.br/~rminetto/projects/snoopertext/
Canny Text Detector [61] C++ https://github.com/HsiehYiChia/Scene-text-recognition
MSER-SWT Text Detection [27, 42] Python https://github.com/azmiozgen/text-detection
Scene Text Recognition [116] C++ https://docs.opencv.org/3.0-beta/modules/text/doc/erfilter.html
† These links were visited on October 31st, 2018.
SnooperText
In this work, the authors present a novel text detector approach named SnooperText [111].
This detector is composed of four main steps: image segmentation, character filtering,
character grouping, and text region filtering. Initially, it detects candidate characters on
images by means of segmentation and a character/non-character binary classification sys-
tem. The segmentation approach takes advantage of morphological operations for local
contrast enhancement and thresholding. The classification system relies on shape de-
scriptors (e.g., Fourier descriptors, Pseudo-Zernike moments, and Polar descriptor) and
an ensemble of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. The candidate characters, rep-
resented by their bounding boxes, are then grouped according to geometric criteria. The
resulting groups, i.e., candidate text regions, are validated by means of another texture-
based classification system, which exploits a multi-cell histogram of oriented gradients
(named T-HOG) [110], and another SVM classifier. All those steps are performed in a
multi-scale manner to address issues related to different character sizes and to avoid non-
relevant texture details found within character regions. In all experiments, we used the
default parameter setting provided by the authors along with the source implementation.
The same models, which were made available by the authors, were used in the performed
experiments.
Canny Text Detector
In this work, the authors present a scene text detection algorithm, named Canny text
detector [61], which takes advantage of the similarity between image edge and text for
effective text detection with improved recall rate. This method can be divided into six
steps. First, character candidates are extracted using extremal regions (ERs), in addition,
this extraction is done considering their inverted channels and in space color YCrCb.
Second, a non-maximum suppression (NMS) process is applied to reduce all repeating
components produced by applying ER. Third, a double threshold classification is used to
classify surviving character candidates into three classes: strong text, weak text and non-
text. Each character candidate is evaluated using an AdaBoost classifier with multiple
cascades. Two blocks of cascade classifiers are considered, each with a threshold value
of 99.0% and 90.0%. Mean Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) is used by the classifier as a
feature descriptor, due to its robustness to illumination and rotation variations. In the
double threshold classification, all candidates go through of two cascade blocks. In the
first cascade block, the text is classified as strong text or non-strong text. In the second
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cascade, non-strong text candidates are classified as weak or non-text. Fourth, a text
tracking based on hysteresis is applied to remove weak texts. Strong texts are included in
the final result due to their high confidence. However, weak text can be either classified as
true text or non-text, so they are classified as true text, whether have similar properties to
strong texts. Fifth, a text grouping process is applied to group characters in words. Two
candidate characters are compared based on spatial location, size, color, and aspect ratio
using the same threshold values (99.0% and 90.0%). If they satisfy the properties, they are
grouped into the same word. The implementation used in this experimental comparison is
based on several papers [61, 116, 120, 123], and the Canny text detector presented in [61]
is the one that represents most the implemented pipeline. The main differences between
the method described in [61] and source code used are: (1) The implemented pipeline
applies an OCR to improve the detection, while the original paper did not mention any
use of OCR tool to improve detection results; (2) Several post-processing procedures were
introduced to improve the recognition, such as optimal-path selection and spelling check,
while the authors also did not mention the use of similar post-processing steps.
MSER-SWT Text Detection
In this work, the authors present a local and data-dependent image operator [27], named
Stroke Width Transform (SWT), used to detect text in a fast and dependable fashion.
SWT is a method that provides a robust text detection regardless of its scale, font size,
direction, and language. Basically, the strokes are obtained with the SWT algorithm
taking as input the edges computed by using the Canny edge detector [12]. Then, letter
candidates are obtained through pixels grouping using a Connected Component algo-
rithm [62], which adapts an association rule that compares the SWT values. Next, letter
candidates are filtered out using some rules and thresholds based on the variance of the
stroke, limiting aspect ratio, and component size. Then, text lines are formed using the
remaining letter candidates based on stroke width, height ratio, the distance between
letters, and average color. Finally, words are obtained by breaking text lines with a dis-
tance threshold (based on intra-word and inter-word) estimated from a horizontal distance
histogram. The main differences between the source implementation used in this experi-
mental comparison and the method described in [27] are: The method applies Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) method [108] to find candidate regions and compute
Canny edge detector only in detected regions, while the source implementation computes
an edge map to the entire input image. Another difference is that in the original paper
present several features, while in the source implementation there are not present such
as Maximal Stroke Width Size Ratio, Mean Difference Feature, Standard Deviation, and
HOG. The experiments were performed considering the default parameters provided with
the source implementation.
Scene Text Recognition
Real-Time Scene Text detection and Recognition is an algorithm based on the paper
present by Neumann et al. [116]. This method was implemented in C++ as part of the
OpenCV library. This code can be summarized in four main steps. In the first step, two
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channels are used to be processed independently: gray-level and its complement. In the
paper four channels are used: Hue, Saturation, Intensity (H, S, I) and, gradient magnitude
(∆), as well as their complements. In the second step, a Extremal Regions (ERs) (0
to 255) are extracted of each channel. The features (e.g., aspect ratio, compactness,
number of holes and number of horizontal crossings) are then computed for each ER,
and used an input for the first classifier, which estimates the class-conditional probability
p(ER|character) of each ER being a character. Two AdaBoost are used as classifiers. In
the paper, an AdaBoost and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) are used as the first and
second classifier. Only ERs with locally maximal probability are selected for a second
classification stage. In the third step, all ERs, which passed the first classifier, serve as
input of a second classifier that exploits more computationally expensive features, such as
hole area ratio, convex hull ratio, and the number of outer boundary inflexion points. In
the fourth step, the set of ERs that passed the second classifier is used to find all possible
text line or words. An ER filtering process is performed to increase the character detection.
All character candidates are grouped in high-level text blocks using the algorithm of the
exhaustive search [115].
4.3.2 Deep Learning-Based Methods
Table 4.3 presents an overview of the deep learning-based methods, which are evaluated
in terms of their efficiency and effectiveness. In this table, we also present information
about the Name, Programming language, Deep Learning Framework, and source of each
method used in this work.
Table 4.3: Overview of Evaluated Deep Learning-based Methods (Implementation De-
tails).
Programming Deep Learning
Name Language Framework Source †
SSTD [55] Python Caffe https://github.com/BestSonny/SSTD
SSD-MobileNetV2 [18] Python TensorFlow https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/object_detection
TextBoxes++ [96] Python Caffe https://github.com/MhLiao/TextBoxes_plusplus
SqueezeDet [163] Python TensorFlow https://github.com/BichenWuUCB/squeezeDet
YOLOv3 [129] CUDA C/C++ DarkNet https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
† These links were visited on October 31st, 2018.
SSTD
He et al. [55] proposed a natural scene text detector called a single-shot text detector,
which directly outputs word-level bounding boxes without post-processing, except for a
simple NMS. The detector can be decomposed into three parts: a convolutional com-
ponent, a text-specific component, and a box prediction component. The convolutional
and box prediction components are inherited from the SSD detector [99]. A text-specific
component is proposed, which can be decomposed in two new modules: a text atten-
tion module and a hierarchical inception module. The text attention module is used to
automatically learn rough spatial regions of text from the convolutional features to im-
prove the performance concerning three aspects: reducing the number of false detections,
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detecting ambiguous text, and improving the word-level detection accuracy. The hierar-
chical inception module is used to aggregate multiscale inception features, with the aim of
identifying very small-scale text and working reliably on the multi-scale text, which often
has a wider range of scales than the general objects. Finally, a word prediction module
is applied. As the proposed text-specific modules are directly incorporated into the SSD
framework, a softmax function for binary classification of text or non-text is used and
the smooth-l1 loss for regressing five parameters for each word bounding box is applied,
including a parameter for box orientation. The implementation used in our experiments
was also executed considering the default parameters provided by the authors, with some
changes to extract the bounding boxes and to produce the results considering the ICDAR
file format.
TextBoxes++
Liao et al. [96] proposed an end-to-end solution able to predict arbitrary orientation word
bounding boxes. This architecture is a Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) that
detects arbitrary-oriented text. This architecture is inherited from the popular VGG-
16 architecture used for the ImageNet competition. First, the last two FCN layers of
VGG16 are converted into convolutional layers (conv6 and conv7). Next, other eight
convolution layers divided into four stages (conv8 and conv11) with different resolutions
by max-pooling are appended after conv7. In the following, multiple output layers (text
boxes layers) are inserted after the last and intermediate convolutional layers to predict
text presence and bounding boxes. Finally, a non-maximum suppression (NMS) process
is applied to the aggregated outputs of all text-box layers.
SSD-MobileNetV2
The authors proposed a novel text detector, called MobText [18], which is based on the
SSDLite MobilenetV2 model, as described in [137]. The SSDLite is a mobile-friendly
variant of the regular SSD, where the regular convolution layers are replaced by separable
convolutions in SSD prediction layers. SSDLite dramatically reduces both parameter
count (from 14.8M parameters to 2.1M) and computational cost (1.25B MAdds to 0.25B
MAdds) compared to standard SSD. In this model, a Mobilenet V2 is used as a feature
extractor for the SSDLite. The MobilenetV2 is a neural network architecture that is
designed for mobile and resource-constrained environments, retaining the accuracy of the
much bigger and costly models.
SqueezeDet
The SqueezeDet was proposed by Wu et al. [163] to detect objects for the autonomous
driving problem, which requires a real-time detection. For this reason, the authors de-
signed a very efficient Fully Convolutional Network (FCN), inspired by YOLO (You Only
Look Once) network [128]. Basically, the SqueezeDet contains a single-stage detection
pipeline, which comprises essentially three components: an FCN, a Convolutional layer,
and a filtering stage to remove redundant bounding boxes. The FCN is responsible for
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generating the feature map for the input images. Next, these feature maps are used
to feed the convolutional layer (ConvDet), which is responsible for detecting, localizing,
and classifying objects at the same time. Finally, the authors used the non-maximum
suppression (NMS) to remove the overlapped bounding boxes.
In our experiments, we adapted this network to detect text and non-text, and so, we
changed just a few parameters, such as: the classification layer, to transform the multi-
classification problem into a binary classification problem; input image size, since the
sensor used in autonomous driving problem produce images most likely to a panoramic
image; the non-maximum suppression threshold, and the batch size.
YOLOv3
The YOLOv3 (You Only Look Once version 3) is a convolutional network that was pro-
posed by Redmon and Farhadi [129] to detect objects. This network represents the im-
provements made by the authors on the second version of YOLO to make it more accurate.
In YOLOv3, a single neural network predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities di-
rectly from full images in one evaluation. The system predicts 4-coordinate bounding
boxes using dimension clusters as anchor boxes and predicts an objectness score for each
bounding box using logistic regression.
In our experiments, we adapted this network to detect text, and therefore, we changed
a few parameters such as number of filters defined as (number of classes + 5) × 3, batch
size to 20, and number of classes to 1.
4.4 Results in Text Detection
In this section, we present the experimental results for the deep learning-based and non-
deep learning-based methods. These experiments were conducted considering the datasets
and evaluation metrics presented in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
4.4.1 Non-Deep-Based Methods
Results regarding the evaluation of text detection methods determined by non-deep ap-
proaches are organized as follows:
• Table 4.4 shows the results of text detection evaluation of non-deep methods without
considering the Post-processing, considering the Post-processing, and consider-
ing the Improved Post-processing, in the ICDAR’11 dataset.
• Table 4.5 shows the results of text detection evaluation of non-deep methods without
considering the Post-processing, considering the Post-processing, and consider-
ing the Improved Post-processing, in the ICDAR’13 dataset.
• Table 4.6 shows the results of text detection evaluation of non-deep methods without
considering the Post-processing, considering the Post-processing, and consider-
ing the Improved Post-processing, in the ICDAR’15 dataset.
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Table 4.4 shows the results considering the ICDAR’11 dataset and without using post-
processing. In this table, SnooperText detection method achieved the best results among
the non-deep methods, with a recall of (54.89%), precision of (69.95%), and f-measure
of (61.51). On the other hand, the Canny Text Detection presented the worst result,
in terms of recall and f-measure, while the Scene Text Recognition also presented the
lowest precision among the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’11 dataset. Besides, in this
table also is presented the results using a post-processing step to improve the results of
detection. In which SnooperText Detection achieved the best results in terms of precision
(74.71%) and f-measure (68.99%), and Scene Text Recognition in terms of recall (68.22%).
On the other hand, Canny Text Detection presented the worst results in terms of recall
and f-measure, while the MSER-SWT Text Detection presented the lowest recall among
the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’11 dataset. The best results were achieved using a
improved post-processing step, in which Scene Text Recognition achieved the best results
in terms of recall (68.04%), precision (82.25%), and f-measure (74.48%), and SnooperText
achieved the second best results, with a recall of (62.91%), precision of (78.28%), and f-
measure of (69.76%). In turn, Canny Text Detection presented the worst results among
all non-deep methods for the ICDAR’11 dataset.
Table 4.4: Comparison of effectiveness among the evaluated non-deep methods for the
ICDAR’11 dataset. For each metric, the best and second-best results are highlighted in
green and blue respectively.
ICDAR’11
Without post-processing With post-processing With improved-post-processing
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 69.95 54.89 61.51 74.71 64.09 68.99 78.28 62.91 69.76
Canny Text detection 52.08 4.42 8.15 63.79 9.14 15.99 72.96 8.43 15.12
MSER-SWT Text detection 33.06 11.91 17.51 61.58 39.98 48.48 73.59 37.79 49.94
Scene Text Recognition 22.01 12.91 16.28 62.98 68.22 65.50 82.25 68.04 74.48
Table 4.5 shows the effectiveness results considering the ICDAR’13 dataset and with-
out using a post-processing step. In this table, SnooperText detection method achieved
the best results among the non-deep methods, with a recall of (60.55%), precision of
(76.91%), and f-measure of (67.76). On the other hand, the Canny Text Detection pre-
sented the worst results, in terms of recall, while the Scene Text Recognition also pre-
sented the lowest precision and f-measure among the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’13
dataset.
Besides, in this table is presented the results obtained by using a post-processing
step for each text detection method. The use of a Post-processing step in comparison
to without post-processing, presented better results, in which SnooperText Detection
achieved the best results in terms of recall (63.84%), precision (75.90%) and f-measure
(69.35%). On the other hand, MSER-SWT text detection presented the worst results
in terms of recall and f-measure, while the Scene Text Recognition presented the lowest
precision among the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’13 dataset.
The use of improved post-processing presented the best results in comparison with
post-processing, in which SnooperText achieved the best results in terms of recall (58.17%),
and f-measure (67.55%), and Canny Text Detection in terms of precision (80.54%). Com-
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petitive results presented Scene Text Recognition, in which presented the second best
results, with a recall of (49.86%), precision of (72.80%), and f-measure of (59.19%). In
turn, MSER-SWT Text Detection presented the worst results among all non-deep meth-
ods for the ICDAR’13 dataset.
Table 4.5: Comparison of effectiveness among the evaluated non-deep methods for the
ICDAR’13 dataset.
ICDAR’13
Without post-processing With post-processing With improved-post-processing
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 76.91 60.55 67.76 75.90 63.84 69.35 80.53 58.17 67.55
Canny Text detection 63.26 24.84 35.67 72.48 42.10 53.26 80.54 37.81 51.46
MSER-SWT Text detection 43.00 27.76 33.74 50.74 37.72 43.27 64.44 35.25 45.57
Scene Text Recognition 30.21 25.21 27.48 46.33 54.70 50.17 72.80 49.86 59.19
Table 4.6 shows the effectiveness results considering the ICDAR’15 dataset and with-
out using post-processing. In this table, SnooperText detection method achieved the best
results among the non-deep methods, with a recall of (31.78%), precision of (49.77%), and
f-measure of (38.79). On the other hand, the Canny Text Detection presented the worst
results, in terms of recall and f-measure, while the Scene Text Recognition also presented
the lowest precision among the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’15 dataset.
Besides, in this table also shows the results obtained in the text detection process
along with a post-processing step. In comparison to without post-processing, this table
presented better results, in which SnooperText Detection achieved the best results in
terms of recall (26.05%), precision (38.73%) and f-measure (31.15%), but the results fell
almost a 7%. On the other hand, Scene Text Recognition presented the worst results
in terms of Precision, while the Canny Text Detection presented the lowest recall and
f-measure among the non-deep methods for the ICDAR’15 dataset.
The use of improved post-processing showed the best results of text detection in com-
parison to with post-processing and without post-processing. In which again SnooperText
achieved the best results in terms of recall (26.05%), precision (38.73%), and f-measure
(31.15%), but in comparison of using post-processing, the results to SnooperText fell
again in a 1%. Competitive results were presented by Scene Text Recognition, in which
achieved the second best results, with a recall of (13.00%), and f-measure of (10.82%), and
Canny Text Detection the second best precision (28.74%). In turn, Canny Text Detec-
tion presented the worst results among all non-deep methods for the ICDAR’15 dataset
in terms of recall and f-measure.
Table 4.6: Comparison of effectiveness among the evaluated non-deep methods for the
ICDAR’15 dataset.
ICDAR’15
Without post-processing With post-processing With improved-post-processing
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 49.77 31.78 38.79 38.73 26.05 31.15 45.25 22.48 30.04
Canny Text detection 31.58 2.31 4.31 28.74 2.31 4.28 35.59 2.02 3.83
MSER-SWT Text detection 9.91 9.53 9.72 10.42 10.54 10.48 19.86 8.57 11.97
Scene Text Recognition 8.98 10.16 9.53 9.27 13.00 10.82 17.89 8.47 11.5
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4.4.2 Efficiency Aspects of the Text Detection Non-Deep Meth-
ods
Now, we will turn our attention for evaluating the efficiency of non-deep methods. As
shown in Table 4.2, we are dealing with solutions implemented in different programming
languages. For instance, we have the MSER-SWT Text Detection implemented in Python,
the SnooperText implemented in Java, and the remaining methods implemented in C++.
In this scenario, any comparison seems unfair since the programming language has a
significant impact in the execution time. On the other hand, we decided to report the
time consumption to investigate the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency of the
methods evaluated in this report to glimpse premising research paths.
Table 4.7, Table 4.8, and Table 4.9 show the processing time and the disk usage for
the non-deep methods. Considering the ICDAR’11 dataset, we have a mean image size
of (197 × 354) ± (104 × 216). For the ICDAR’13 dataset, the mean image size rounds
(898×1, 189)±(675×992). For the ICDAR’15 dataset, the mean image size rounds (720×
1, 280) or (1, 280×720). In Table 4.7, the Scene Text Recognition was the faster method,
taking 0.86 seconds, on average, per image. Subsequently, the Canny Text Detection
method presented a competitive processing time, taking 2.98 seconds, on average, per
image. On the other hand, the slowest method was the MSER-SWT Text Detection,
which takes about 31.88 seconds per image, on average, up ahead of SnooperText, which
spent about 28.25 seconds per image, on average. Similarly to Table 4.7, the results
presented in Table 4.7 and Table 4.9, Scene Text Recognition achieved the best results
in time using post-processing and improved post-processing. Subsequently, the Canny
Text Detection method presented a competitive processing time, taking 3.13 seconds, on
average, per image. In turn, MSER-SWT Text Detection was the slowest method all
non-deep methods for the ICDAR’11, ICDAR’13 and ICDAR’15 datasets.
Regarding the disk usage, the MSER-SWT Text Detection was the lighter, in compar-
ison to the other non-deep learning-based methods, just ahead of Scene Text Recognition
method (Table 4.10). The MSER-SWT Text Detection is a threshold-based approach,
and therefore, there is no model associated with this method. On the other hand, the
SnooperText produced the heaviest model among the non-deep learning-based methods,
however, the authors did not apply any data compression to their models. Therefore,
there is a lot of room to improve the disk usage for the SnooperText method.
Table 4.7: Processing time per image, in seconds, for the evaluated non-deep methods
and without post-processing.
Methods ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15 Average
SnooperText 11.17 34.02 39.57 28.25
Canny Text Detection 2.65 3.32 2.99 2.98
MSER-SWT Text Detection 13.53 35.45 46.66 31.88
Scene Text Recognition 0.28 1.42 0.87 0.86
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Table 4.8: Processing time per image, in seconds, for the evaluated non-deep methods
and with post-processing.
Methods ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15 Average
SnooperText 11.79 34.60 39.99 28.79
Canny Text Detection 2.77 3.59 3.04 3.13
MSER-SWT Text Detection 14.01 35.71 46.91 32.21
Scene Text Recognition 1.56 3.02 1.59 2.06
Table 4.9: Processing time per image, in seconds, for the evaluated non-deep methods
and with improved post-processing.
Methods ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15 Average
SnooperText 11.64 34.66 40.00 28.77
Canny Text Detection 2.77 3.56 3.04 3.12
MSER-SWT Text Detection 13.91 35.73 46.96 32.2
Scene Text Recognition 1.34 2.09 1.90 1.78
Table 4.10: Comparison of efficiency, in terms of disk usage, among the evaluated non-
deep methods.
Methods Disk usage (MB)
SnooperText 100.60
Canny Text Detection 22.80
MSER-SWT Text Detection 0.00
Scene Text Recognition 0.10
4.4.3 Deep Learning-Based Methods
Table 4.11 shows the obtained results for the deep learning-based methods. Firstly,
the deep learning methods achieved greatest results in comparison with non-deep meth-
ods. The SSD-MobilenetV2 methods achieved the best results with precision, recall,
and f-measure values of 97.40%, 94.81%, and 96.09%, respectively. On the other hand,
the SqueezeDet network presented the lowest precision and f-measure among the deep
learning-based methods, with values about 56.36% and 66.01%, respectively. In turn, the
TextBoxes achieved the lowest results of recall (71.93%).
With regard to ICDAR’13 dataset, the SSTDmethods presented the highest recall, and
f-measure, with values of 82.19%, and 86.33%, respectively, while the YOLOv3 presented
the best results in terms of precision (Table 4.12). In contrast, the SqueezeDet presented
the lowest precision, recall, and f-measure, with values about 29.41%, 62.47%, and 39.99%,
respectively.
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Table 4.11: Comparison of effectiveness among the evaluated deep learning-based methods
for the ICDAR’11 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 89.28 78.53 83.56
TextBoxes++ 95.76 90.51 93.06
SSD-MobilenetV2 97.40 94.81 96.09
YOLOv3 94.27 89.21 91.67
SqueezeDet 56.36 79.66 66.01
Table 4.12: Comparison of effectiveness among the evaluated deep learning-based methods
for the ICDAR’13 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 90.91 82.19 86.33
TextBoxes++ 90.49 80.82 85.38
SSD-MobilenetV2 88.40 58.45 70.37
YOLOv3 92.01 75.71 83.07
SqueezeDet 29.41 62.47 39.99
4.4.4 Efficiency Aspects of the Text Detection Deep Learning-
Based Methods
Now, we will turn our attention for evaluating the efficiency of deep learning-based meth-
ods. Similarly to non-deep methods, we are also dealing with solution implemented in
different programming language and framework (see Table 4.3). As result, the might came
up with an apparently unfair comparison, mainly in terms of disk usage since the different
frameworks applies different compression techniques to save the learned model. However,
we believe that this might be an important aspect to take into account at the moment we
are going to evaluate the lighter framework for deploying our final solution. Regarding the
time consumption, we also have the similar problem since we have solutions implemented
using Python and C/C++ interfaces, although the frameworks were implemented using
the same programming language, i.e, the CUDA C/C++ programming language. Here,
we also used the Linux time command for time measuring.
Regarding the efficiency, in terms of processing time, the SqueezeDet network pre-
sented the best results, taking only 0.09 seconds per image, on average (Table 4.13). This
obtained processing time meets the results presented by the authors, which reported a
computing speed about 0.02 seconds per frame, considering an input image of 1, 242×375
pixels. For the disk usage performance, the lighter deep learning-based model was pro-
duced by SqueezeDet (Table 4.14), with a size of 23.10MB. On the other hand, the heaviest
deep learning-based model was produced by SSTD network, with a size of 248.20MB.
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Table 4.13: Processing time per image, in seconds, for the evaluated deep learning-based
methods.
Methods ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 Average
SSTD 0.45 0.55 0.50
TextBoxes++ 1.70 1.87 1.79
SSD-MobilenetV2 5.62 4.32 4.97
YOLOv3 6.84 7.42 7.13
SqueezeDet 0.08 0.09 0.09
Table 4.14: Comparison of efficiency, in terms of disk usage, among the evaluated deep
learning-based methods.
Methods Disk usage (MB)
SSTD 248.20
TextBoxes++ 139.10
SSD-MobilenetV2 37.00
YOLOv3 246.30
SqueezeDet 23.10
4.5 Results in Text Recognition
Conducted experiments aim to identify promising combinations of text detection and
recognition methods. The experiments were conducted considering the evaluation metrics
and datasets presented in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. Results are organized into two sections,
which refer to the use of non-deep- (Section 4.4.1) and deep-learning-based (Section 4.4.3)
text detection methods.
4.5.1 Non-Deep-Based Methods
Results regarding the evaluation of end-to-end text recognition methods applied to text
regions determined by non-deep approaches are organized as follows:
• Table 4.15 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Tesseract recognition method.
• Table 4.16 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Post-processing and the Tesseract recognition method.
• Table 4.17 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Improved Post-processing and the Tesseract recognition method.
• Table 4.18 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Post-processing and the LSTM recognition method.
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• Table 4.19 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Improved Post-processing and the LSTM recognition method.
• Table 4.20 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods consid-
ering the Improved Post-processing and the CRNN recognition method.
Regarding the use of the Tesseract recognition method (Table 4.15), we can ob-
serve that the end-to-end recognition based on SnooperText text detection results yields,
in general, the best effectiveness scores, regardless the dataset considered. The second
best performer was the Scene Text Recognition. We can also highlight that the overall
effectiveness scores of the methods drop for the ICDAR 2015 dataset.
Table 4.15: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Tesseract recog-
nition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 46.11 48.50 47.27 40.89 42.76 41.81 6.74 9.89 8.02
Canny Text detection 3.96 25.22 6.85 24.43 37.09 29.45 0.63 7.74 1.16
MSER-SWT Text detection 25.94 36.89 30.46 22.03 26.20 23.96 2.36 2.30 2.33
Scene Text Recognition 52.78 40.44 45.79 34.35 23.79 28.11 1.83 1.22 1.46
Tables 4.16 and 4.17 consider the investigation of the impact of the use of post-
processing methods, when combined with the Tesseract recognition method. The use of
the post-processing methods leads to better results, when compared with those reported
in Table 4.15. The two best text detection methods are again SnooperText and Scene
Text Recognition. We can also observe that results using the improved post-processing
method are better than those based on the post-processing method.
Table 4.16: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Post-processing
and the Tesseract recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 45.90 48.82 47.31 40.35 42.73 41.50 6.74 9.93 8.03
Canny Text detection 3.96 25.79 6.87 24.21 37.00 29.27 0.63 7.74 1.16
MSER-SWT Text detection 25.94 37.26 30.59 22.03 26.27 23.96 2.36 2.32 2.34
Scene Text Recognition 52.71 43.87 47.88 34.35 25.53 29.29 1.88 1.33 1.56
Table 4.17: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Improved Post-
processing and the Tesseract recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 52.78 59.86 56.10 44.60 55.12 49.31 9.20 18.37 12.26
Canny Text detection 4.73 38.86 8.43 25.41 47.84 33.19 0.67 11.76 1.28
MSER-SWT Text detection 29.14 51.22 37.15 23.99 38.94 29.69 2.94 6.77 4.10
Scene Text Recognition 62.17 68.19 65.04 39.59 51.56 44.79 2.99 6.26 4.04
Tables 4.18 and 4.19 consider the investigation of the impact of the use of post-
processing methods, when combined with the LSTM recognition method. The top per-
formers are again the SnooperText and Scene Text Recognition. We can also observe that
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results related to the use of the LSTM recognition method are worse that those observed
for the Tesseract approach (Table 4.15).
Table 4.18: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Post-processing
and the LSTM recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 10.01 10.65 10.32 11.12 11.78 11.44 2.50 3.69 2.98
Canny Text detection 0.83 5.43 1.45 5.23 8.00 6.33 0.29 3.57 0.53
MSER-SWT Text detection 5.42 7.79 6.40 6.32 7.54 6.88 1.30 1.28 1.29
Scene Text Recognition 13.00 10.82 11.81 10.36 7.70 8.83 1.20 0.85 1.00
Table 4.19: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Improved Post-
processing and the LSTM recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13 ICDAR’15
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 12.31 13.96 13.08 11.12 13.75 12.30 2.70 5.38 3.59
Canny Text detection 0.70 5.71 1.24 5.56 10.47 7.26 0.10 1.68 0.18
MSER-SWT Text detection 5.63 9.90 7.18 6.43 10.44 7.96 1.11 2.55 1.54
Scene Text Recognition 13.91 15.26 14.55 8.51 11.08 9.62 1.16 2.42 1.56
Regarding the use of theCRNN recognition method (Table 4.20), we can observe that
the end-to-end recognition based on SnooperText and Scene Text Recognition detection
results yields, in general, the best effectiveness scores, regardless the dataset considered. It
is impressive the superior performance of the CRNN recognition method when compared
to the ones related to the use of LSTM (Table 4.19) recognition methods for the ICDAR’
11 and ICDAR’13 datasets. Its results, however are slightly inferior to those observed for
the Tesseract method (Table 4.17).
Table 4.20: End-to-end evaluation of non-deep methods considering the Improved Post-
processing and the CRNN recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SnooperText 48.68 55.21 51.74 43.40 53.64 47.98
Canny Text detection 4.66 38.29 8.31 26.17 49.28 34.19
MSER-SWT Text detection 27.4 48.17 34.93 25.95 42.12 32.12
Scene Text Recognition 51.39 56.63 53.88 39.91 52.51 45.35
4.5.2 Deep-Learning-Based Methods
Results regarding the evaluation of end-to-end text recognition methods applied to text
regions determined by deep-learning-based approaches are organized as follows:
• Table 4.21 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-basedmethods
considering the Tesseract recognition method.
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• Table 4.22 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-basedmethods
considering the Post-processing and the Tesseract recognition method.
• Table 4.23 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based meth-
ods considering the Improved Post-processing and the Tesseract recognition
method.
• Table 4.24 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-basedmethods
considering the Post-processing and the LSTM. recognition method.
• Table 4.25 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-basedmethods
considering the Improved Post-processing and the LSTM recognition method.
• Table 4.26 shows the results of end-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-basedmethods
considering the CRNN recognition method.
Regarding the use of the Tesseract recognition method (Table 4.21), we can observe
that the end-to-end recognition based on SSTD text detection results yields, in general, the
promising effectiveness scores. Comparable results are also observed for the TextBoxes++
and YOLOv3 methods for the ICDAR’13 dataset.
Table 4.21: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the
Tesseract recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 53.89 51.43 52.63 42.42 40.02 41.19
TextBoxes++ 33.80 29.29 31.39 42.97 39.72 41.28
SSD-MobilenetV2 18.01 15.50 16.66 31.19 36.43 33.61
YOLOv3 33.80 29.53 31.52 40.79 40.79 40.79
SqueezeDet 30.04 16.99 21.71 18.32 6.43 9.52
Tables 4.22 and 4.23 consider the investigation of the impact of the use of post-
processing methods, when combined with the Tesseract recognition method. The use
of the post-processing method leads to better results, when compared with those re-
ported in Table 4.15. The best text detection methods are again SSTD, YOLOv3, and
TextBoxes++. We can also observe that results using the improved post-processing
method are better than those based on the post-processing method.
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Table 4.22: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the Post-
processing and Tesseract recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 53.55 52.13 52.83 42.53 40.63 41.56
TextBoxes++ 33.66 29.39 31.38 42.75 40.25 41.46
SSD-MobilenetV2 18.01 15.54 16.68 31.19 36.86 33.79
YOLOv3 33.80 29.76 31.65 40.79 41.01 40.90
SqueezeDet 30.11 24.99 27.31 17.12 11.65 13.86
Table 4.23: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the Im-
proved Post-processing and Tesseract recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 60.01 66.08 62.90 46.56 56.78 51.17
TextBoxes++ 39.08 39.49 39.29 46.46 56.72 51.08
SSD-MobilenetV2 23.99 24.24 24.12 36.86 53.91 43.78
YOLOv3 39.64 40.34 39.99 44.17 57.61 50.00
SqueezeDet 36.72 36.90 36.81 23.12 22.13 22.61
Tables 4.24 and 4.25 consider the investigation of the impact of the use of post-
processing methods, when combined with the LSTM recognition method. The top
performer is again the SSTD method for the ICDAR’11 dataset. For the ICDAR’13
dataset, the best results observed are related to the SSD-MobilenetV2 dataset, when the
post-processing method is used. TextBoxes++ yields the best results for the ICDAR’13
dataset, when the improved post-processing method is considered. We can also observe
that results related to the use of the LSTM recognition method are worse that those
observed for the Tesseract approach (Table 4.21).
Table 4.24: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the Post-
processing and LSTM recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 11.47 11.17 11.32 8.07 7.71 7.88
TextBoxes++ 4.94 4.31 4.60 10.36 9.75 10.05
SSD-MobilenetV2 3.62 3.12 3.35 18.01 15.50 16.66
YOLOv3 3.69 3.25 3.45 8.51 8.55 8.53
SqueezeDet 3.76 3.12 3.41 2.18 1.48 1.77
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Table 4.25: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the Im-
proved Post-processing and LSTM recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 12.03 13.25 12.61 8.29 10.11 9.11
TextBoxes++ 5.63 5.69 5.66 9.60 11.72 10.55
SSD-MobilenetV2 3.27 3.30 3.29 6.87 10.05 8.16
YOLOv3 4.03 4.10 4.07 7.74 10.10 8.77
SqueezeDet 3.48 3.49 3.49 2.18 2.09 2.13
Finally, Table 4.26 presents the results for the deep learning text detection meth-
ods when combined with the CRNN recognition approach. Except for the TextBoxes++
method, all the results consider the Improved Post-processingmethod. The TextBoxes++
were superior to all methods considered in these experiments for the ICDAR’11 and IC-
DAR’13 datasets, while the SSTD method achieved the second best results, in terms of
F-measure for these two datasets.
Table 4.26: End-to-end evaluation of deep-learning-based methods considering the
CRNN recognition method.
ICDAR’11 ICDAR’13
Methods P (%) R (%) F-measure (%) P (%) R (%) F-measure (%)
SSTD 60.36 66.46 63.27 51.36 62.63 56.44
TextBoxes++ 66.69 86.94 75.48 55.40 83.28 66.54
SSD-MobilenetV2 32.34 32.72 32.53 44.06 64.43 52.33
YOLOv3 55.49 56.48 55.98 49.18 64.15 55.68
SqueezeDet 27.54 27.67 27.61 31.19 29.85 30.51
4.5.3 Efficiency Aspects of the Text Recognition Methods
In this section, we discuss some aspects regarding the efficiency of the text recognition
methods evaluated in this thesis. In terms of disk usage, the three methods evaluated
require similar amount of disk space to have their models stored during the recognition
process. The Tesseract OCR engine requires about 20MB as storage requirements of its
model, while Tesseract LSTM requires 15MB. The CRNN recognition model demands
about 33MB for being stored.
In terms of time processing, the Tesseract application is very efficient due to some
pre-processing task upon the input images before sending them to the Tesseract engine.
For instances, in our computational resources, the Tesseract OCR engine spent about five
minutes to process the testing images of ICDAR’11 dataset, which contains 141 images.
On the other hand, the pre-processing tasks reduce this time to ≈ 2 minutes. The CRNN
and LSTM were the slower recognition methods whose time processing took ≈ 30s per
image.
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4.6 Discussion
This section discusses achieved results considering the text detection and recognition
problems.
4.6.1 Text Detection
The experimental results presented in Section 4.4 provided to us an overview of the
performance results of evaluated methods, in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency,
which can be summarized as follow:
• As we can observe in Section 4.4.1, and 4.4.2, the SnooperText method presented
several limitations in terms of efficiency, although it has achieved very competi-
tive results in terms of effectiveness. When we take a look at the SnooperText’s
implementations, we can see that several improvements can be done towards min-
imizing the computer resources required for this method. For instance, the au-
thors saved the pre-trained models without using any data compression. Also,
the re-implementation of this method considering a faster programming language
(C/C++) can potentially improve considerably the time consumption.
• The Scene Text Recognition method also achieved very competitive results for the
ICDAR’11 dataset, as well as impressive results concerning the processing time and
disk usage, in the three datasets. However, the major limitation of this method
concerns the low precision achieved in the experimental results, from which we
glimpse some further investigation such as the use of modern visual descriptors
in replacement of descriptors proposed in the original paper. In fact, the Canny
Text Detection presented competitive results by adopting the mean LBP to build a
second-stage pruning classifier.
• Regarding the deep learning-based methods, we also identified several limitations
in terms of effectiveness and efficiency Section 4.4.3, and 4.4.4. Firstly, the most
accurate networks, in terms of precision and recall, obtained the lowest results in
terms of processing time (SSD-MobileNetV2) or disk usage (SSTD). On the other
hand, the SqueezeDet network was the most efficient network, which obtained a
very impressive result considering the processing time and disk usage. But, at the
same time, this network achieved poor results, in comparison with other networks,
mainly in terms of its precision. These findings suggest that further investigation is
needed towards improving the efficiency of the most accurate networks.
• Finally, different from to what was pointed out by [173], experimental results with
deep learning architectures proposed for object detection problems (e.g., MobilenetV2
and YOLOv3) suggest that adapting those networks for text detection is a promis-
ing research venue. Along with these networks, the TextBoxes++ presented a good
balance between effectiveness and efficiency and also it seems to be a promising
method for further investigation.
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4.6.2 Text Recognition
The experimental results presented in Section 4.5 provided to us an overview of the
performance results of evaluated methods, in terms of their effectiveness, which can be
summarized as follows:
1. Regarding the non-deep methods, the SnooperText and the Scene Text Recognition
ones are the most promising ones for the construction of end-to-end text recognition
solutions.
2. Regarding the deep-based methods, both SSTD and TextBoxes++ are the most
promising ones for the construction of end-to-end text recognition solutions. It is
worth to highlight the remarkable effectiveness results of the TextBoxes++ when
combined with the CRNN recognition method.
3. The improved version of post-processing that we developed, improve the text detec-
tion results obtained by executing non-deep learning methods, impacting positively
the evaluated end-to-end text recognition solutions.
4. Section 4.5.2 presents the effectiveness performance observed for the best evaluated
end-to-end solutions for the ICDAR’11, and ICDAR’13 datasets. As we can ob-
serve, the TextBoxes++ text detection combined with the CRNN text recognition
approach yielded the best results for both datasets.
5. Section 4.5.3 presents the efficiency of the text recognition methods used in this
comparative study, in which Tesseract presented better results in comparison with
CRNN and LSTM in term of time processing.
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Chapter 5
On the Fusion of Text Detection
Results: A Genetic Programming
Approach
In this chapter, we present a novel method based on Genetic Programming (GP), in which,
using the combination of different detection results of different methods, is possible to
obtain complementary information of each one, and lead in text detection results.
We focus on finding complementary information from lighter text detection methods
for devising applications that require low memory consumption, without losing sight the
idea of taking advantage of sophisticated methods towards enabling effective client-server
applications, which allow an off-line processing.
Moreover, despite the use of sophisticated segmentation and even learning procedures,
often ad-hoc post-processing procedures are used to improve detection results even con-
sidering powerful deep learning-based approaches to design solutions for the detection
task. Common procedures include the analysis of a set of rectangular and multi-oriented
bounding boxes in order to: (i) remove overlapped bounding boxes; (ii) keep bounding
boxes that contain regions of interest; and (iii) remove all bounding boxes that do not
contain any region of interest. Performing such simple yet effective procedures often lead
to the increase of both the recall and precision of the final text detection results.
In order to address the aforementioned gaps in the literature, we introduce in this
chapter a novel method to combine detection results from different text detection methods
aiming to exploit the complementary information of different methods for text detection.
We model the bounding box fusion problem as an optimization problem, whose solution
takes advantage of a soft computing solution based on genetic programming (GP). GP
is an evolutionary computing algorithm that attempts to reproduce the principles of na-
ture’s evolutionary computing. Where optimization problems are mapped into a solution
search problem. This search starts from a solution to the problem, which is seen as an in-
dividual of a population. The population evolves through generations, in such a way that
good individuals (solutions) are found. The evolution process is conditioned by genetic
operators such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation[84].
In the following sections we first introduce the proposed method (Section 5.1). We then
present the employed datasets, evaluation protocol and metrics (Section 5.2). Finally, we
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the proposed method for fusing bounding boxes from different
text detection methods. Given a training set, we use part of images for training the text
detection methods, and the remaining images for training the GP-based algorithm, aiming
to select the best individual for fusing bounding boxes. Next, we use the text detection
models for predicting the bounding boxes from the test set and the best individual, found
during the training phase of our GP-based method, to fuse the predictions of text detection
methods.
present the results and discussions of the proposed method (Section 5.3)
5.1 Proposed Method
This section introduces the proposed method for fusing bounding boxes, which is based on
GP [84], as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The fusion is guided by analyzing some properties of
bounding boxes, such as detection and geometric aspects, that might reveal false detection,
redundant detection or complementary ones. Our fusion approach was designed to learn
in which case we should fuse, keep, or remove bounding boxes in order to maximize the
precision and recall rates of the final results.
5.1.1 GP-framework for Bounding Box Fusion
Let B = {b1, b2, . . . bn} be a set of n candidate bounding boxes, which are expected to be
associated with text regions within images. Set B may be associated, for example, with
the results of one or more text detection algorithms. Let F be a function that maps B to
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a set B′ = {b′1, b′2, . . . , b′m}, with m bounding boxes, which are expected to be associated
with all text regions within images. Our goal is take advantage of the GP framework to
find a solution that implements the most effective function F , i.e., the one that leads to
the most effective text detection results.
Individual Representation
In our formulation, a GP individual is a program comprised of a sequence of binary and
unary fusion operators, which in turn, are formed by a condition and a method (image-
based operator). A binary fusion operator acts upon two overlapping bounding boxes and
aims to remove redundant detection, which is performed by fusing bounding boxes or by
keeping the best one, according to the condition and method of the fusion operator.
In this work, we consider four methods to build binary fusion operators as follow:
1. non-maximum suppression (NMS) [41], which removes the bounding boxes with the
lower confidence;
2. mean, which fuses two bounding boxes based on the mean value of their (x, y)
coordinates;
3. union, which merges a pair of bounding boxes using a minimum rectangle; and
4. nothing, which returns the bounding boxes without any transformation.
In turn, a unary fusion operator acts upon an isolated bounding box and aims to remove
false positive detection. For this, we consider two methods to build unary fusion operators:
1. remove, which removes a bounding box according to operator’s condition or
2. nothing, which returns the bounding boxes without any transformation.
The conditions, proposed in this work, were defined in terms of properties of the bound-
ing boxes aiming to explore their possible complementary views. Let bi be a bounding box
defined in terms of its upper-left (xmin, ymin) and bottom-right corners (xmax, ymax). Let
Abi and Cbi be the area and the confidence score of bi, respectively. Let hbi , and wbi be the
height and the width of bi. Let IoUbi,bj be the intersection over union of bounding boxes
bi and bj, and A∩bi,bj be the area of intersection of bi and bj. The following conditions are
used to build a GP population:
(
bi · ymax − bj · ymin
H
> TY
)
and(
bj · ymax − bi · ymin
H
> TY
)
(5.1)(
bi · xmax − bj · xmin
W
> TX
)
and(
bj · xmax − bi · xmin
W
> TX
)
(5.2)
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(A∩bi,bj > T∩ · Abi) or (A∩bi,bj > T∩ · Abj) (5.3)
IoUbi,bj > TIoU (5.4)
|Abi −Abj |
H ·W > TA (5.5)
|Cbi − Cbj | > TC (5.6)
Abi
H ·W < TAbi (5.7)
Cbi < TCbi (5.8)
hbi
wbi
> Tar (5.9)
labelbi == Tl (5.10)
where TY , TX , T∩, TIoU , TA, TC, TAbi , TCbi , Tar, and Tl are thresholds learned during the
training phase, and H and W are the height and the width of an image within which the
bounding boxes are detected. The conditions defined in Equations 5.1 and 5.2 verify the
alignment of text bounding boxes. Equation 5.3, checks if a bounding is included into
of other bounding box. Equation 5.4, in turn, checks if the intersection over union of
the two input bounding boxes are enough. The methods might be applied conditioned
to differences of the input bounding boxes in terms of their areas (Equation 5.5) and
confidence scores (Equation 5.6). Finally, Equations 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 are specifically
designed to build unary fusion operators, which analyze an input bounding box in terms
of its area, confidence, aspect ratio, and method used (label), respectively. In this work,
the number of fusion operations used to generate the individuals ranges from 1 to 10
operators.
We consider the fusion of (near)-horizontal, vertical, and multi-oriented texts. Dif-
ferent from (near)-horizontal and vertical texts, the fusion of multi-oriented text needs
to deal with bounding boxes with different angles or orientations. For this reason, both
mean and union methods used to fuse two bounding boxes were adapted to deal with
multi-oriented texts. The “mean” method might not work properly for merging two multi-
oriented bounding boxes, as the mean value of their coordinates may produce a bounding
box that does not fit well a multi-oriented texts. Therefore, this fusion operator was not
considered in text detection tasks related to multi-oriented texts. The “union” method,
in turn, is suitable for handling multi-oriented texts. In its implementation, we used the
convex hull algorithm to merge two oriented bounding boxes, instead of finding the min-
imum bounding rectangle as we do for horizontal and vertical texts (see Figure 5.2). In
both cases, the adaptations lead us to find a tight-fitting convex boundary that encloses
all points of bounding boxes. Similarly, the conditions presented in Equations 5.1 and 5.2
were adapted to deal with multi-oriented bounding boxes. Let θbi and θbj , be the angles
of bounding boxes bi and bj. The following angle condition is defined to be used as a
condition in GP to multi-oriented text:
|θbi − θbj | ≤ Tθ (5.11)
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(a) Horizontal texts
(b) Multi-oriented texts
Figure 5.2: Example of union of horizontal (a) and multi-oriented (b) texts. The first
column and second columns illustrate the final bounding boxes before and after applying
the union operator, respectively.
where Tθ, is the angle threshold and used as a binary fusion operator. For unary operators,
the condition presented in Equation 5.9 does not work correctly with multi-oriented text.
Population Generation
Figure 5.3 illustrates a population of individuals composed of a sequence of fusion op-
erators, which are applied if a condition satisfies. The initial population comprises 100
individuals, which are randomly generated at the beginning of the training stage. We also
added, in this initial population, fusion operators that aim to produce the bounding boxes
outputs generated for the text detectors, individually and without any post-processing.
During the GP training, the fitness function is calculated for each individual and then
used to select which elite individuals will evolve to the next generation (the 20% of in-
dividuals with the greatest fitness). For those individuals who have not been selected,
genetic operations (reproduction, crossover, and mutation) are used to transform and
evolve them into the next generation. This process is repeated over n generations.
Genetic Operators
We implement two genetic operators: mutation and crossover. Mutation aims to change
an operator by modifying its conditions and methods, randomly. The crossover selects
two individuals as parents and, for each individual, a crossover position is determined.
Next, operators from that positions are exchanged, leading to new individuals. Finally,
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Figure 5.3: Example of a population with 10 individuals. In our formulation, each in-
dividual represents a sequence of fusion operators formed by a condition and a method.
Our fusion method learns from data which sequence of fusion operators, and their config-
urations, that maximize the detection results when we fuse bounding boxes from different
detectors.
that reproduction refers to the copy of the most effective individuals from one generation
to another.
Fitness Function
Let S be a set of images for training, G their respective set of ground truth defined in terms
of the coordinate of bounding boxes associated with text regions, and B a set of candidate
bounding boxes from different text detection algorithms related to S. An individual H
aims to find a subset B′ ⊆ B that maximize the fitness function defined in Equation 5.12:
F −measure = 1
N
N∑
n=1
(
2× Pn ×Rn
Pn +Rn
)
(5.12)
where N refers to the total number of examples in the training set S, while Pn and Rn
are the precision and recall computed for n-th example in S, respectively.
In this work, we use the average F-measure as fitness function to guide the optimization
process to sub-optimum solutions. However, other measures could be used according to
a target application. Algorithm 2 outlines the main steps of the fitness function. The
function FusionOperators (line 7) applies an individualH in all possible pairs of bounding
boxes in B toward adding the fused bounding box in B′. The function RemoveOperators
(line 13) applies an individual H in all possible individual bounding boxes in B toward
adding the not discard bounding boxes in B′. Finally, the F-measure (line 18) is used
to measure the effectiveness of the individual H by comparing the bounding boxes in B′
with bounding boxes available in G.
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Algorithm 2 Fitness Computation
Require: Individual H, a set of bounding boxes B = {b1, b2, . . . bn} to fuse o remove, and a set
of ground-truth bounding boxes G = {bG1 , bG2 , . . . bG|G|}
Ensure: F-measure
1: function Fitness(H,B,G)
2: B′ ← ∅
3: if H == ′Fusion′ then
4: for bi ∈ B do
5: for bj ∈ B do
6: B′ ← B′∪ FusionOperators(H, bi, bj)
7: end for
8: end for
9: else
10: if H == ′Remove′ then
11: for bi ∈ B do
12: B′ ← B′∪ RemoveOperators(H, bi)
13: end for
14: end if
15: end if
16: return compute_FMeasure(B′,G)
17: end function
5.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, we present datasets (Section 5.2.1), along with their respective protocols
(Section 5.2.2) used to validate our method. We also present the metrics (Section 5.2.3)
adopted for measuring the effectiveness of the proposed method.
5.2.1 Datasets
In this section, we present the datasets used to evaluate the proposed method. We
considered three datasets widely used for evaluating text detection methods, the ICDAR
2011, ICDAR 2013, and ICDAR 2015. For more information about these datasets, the
reader may refer to Section 4.1.1.
5.2.2 Evaluation Protocol
This section describes the evaluation protocol adopted to validate the GP-based method
for fusing the detection results from different text detection methods. For all datasets used
in this work, we split the training set into two subsets with equal size, hereafter named as
training and validation sets. The training set was used to train the text detection methods,
and the validation set was used in the GP-based fusion function discovery process. To have
a more generalized method for fusing the bounding boxes detected by the text detection
methods, we split the validation set again into two subsets, also with equal size. The
first subset was used to train the GP-based method, and the second subset was used
to select the best individual considering a set containing the best individuals (e.g., 100
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best), which were tracked during the training stage of the GP-based method. Finally, we
used the official test set to measure the efficacy of the proposed methods and the baseline
methods. Table 5.1 summarize the number of images considered on each subset.
Table 5.1: Number of images used for training the text detection methods and the GP-
based fusion methods, after split the official training set of datasets considered in this
work.
Text Detection GP-based Fusion
Dataset Training Validation Training Validation
set set set set
ICDAR 2011 205 205 102 103
ICDAR 2013 114 115 57 58
ICDAR 2015 500 500 250 250
5.2.3 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed methods in terms of recall, precision, and
f-measure. Here, we consider a correct detection (true positive) if the overlap between the
ground-truth annotation and detected bounding box, which is measured by computing
the intersection over union, is greater than 50% (similar to standard practice in object
recognition [28]). Otherwise, the detected bounding box is considered an incorrect detec-
tion (false positive). For a fair comparison with other methods available in the literature,
we use the evaluation tools provided by the “ICDAR Robust Reading Competition” orga-
nizers. All experiments were performed considering a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @
3.20GHz with 12 cores, and 64GB of RAM.
5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
This section presents the performance results of our proposed approach for fusing bound-
ing boxes from different text detection methods. The experimental protocol considered
two scenarios: a restrictive computing scenario, which requires low-cost solutions, such as
detectors designed with classical machine learning techniques; and a nonrestrictive sce-
nario that allows the use of high-cost solutions, such as deep learning approaches. For
this, we select from literature effective text detection methods based on classical ma-
chine learning techniques such as Scene Text Recognition [116], SnooperText [111], and
MSER-SWT Text Detection [27, 42], hereinafter, referred to non-deep learning methods.
Although these methods were not proposed recently, they are, in fact, among the most ef-
fective text detection methods based on fundamental feature engineering techniques. For
the experiments related to nonrestrictive computing scenario, and considering the deep
learning-based methods used in the comparative study, we select only TextBoxes++ [96],
this method presented the best results in comparison with other methods based on deep
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Table 5.2: Performance results of the GP-based fusion method considering the non-deep
methods and the ICDAR 2011 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
SceneText 83.7 70.4 76.5
SnooperText 79.2 63.9 70.7
MSER-SWT 76.9 39.5 52.2
GP-based Fusion 89.6 74.8 81.5
learning in effectiveness and efficiency. Besides, we selected two new effective and ef-
ficient methods based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Pelee-Text [15], and
PixelLink [20] methods. We also consider the PSENet [160] network for the experiments
in the ICDAR 2015 dataset.
5.3.1 Would the fusion leads to improved results, in comparison
with performance of individual algorithms for text detec-
tion?
This section evaluate our GP-based solution toward fusing bounding boxes from different
text detection approaches. The next sections, we present the performance results for the
three datasets considered in this work.
ICDAR 2011: Born-digital Images
This section presents the performance results of our fusion approach for the ICDAR
2011 dataset, which provides born-digital images with low-quality and with considerable
amount of JPEG artifacts. Table 5.2 shows the results considering the fusion of non-
deep methods. Our GP solution for fusing bounding boxes achieved the best results, in
terms of precision, recall, and F-measure, in comparison with individual performance of
methods for text detection methods. Our fusion method was able to bring a maximum
percentage increase of 16.5% and 89.4%, in terms of precision and recall, respectively,
in comparison with MSER-SWT method. Considering the best text detection approach,
SceneText method, the percentage increase was over 6.0% for all metrics.
Our GP solution also presented a better precision, recall and F-measure values, in
comparison with the deep-learning-based methods used during the fusion step (see Ta-
ble 5.3). We could observe percentage increases of 68.6% and 5.3% of precision and recall,
in comparison with PixelLink network. Considering the best CNN architecture available
in our baseline (TextBoxes++), the the percentage increase in terms of precision reached
a value of 4.1%.
ICDAR 2013: Horizontal and Vertical scene texts
This section presents the performance results of our fusion approach for the ICDAR 2013
dataset, which provides (near)-horizontal and vertical scene texts. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show
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Table 5.3: Performance results of the GP-based fusion method considering the deep-
learning-based methods and the ICDAR 2011 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
TextBoxes++ 90.0 90.7 90.3
Pelee-Text 85.9 88.4 87.2
PixelLink 89.0 52.8 66.3
GP-based Fusion 93.7 89.0 91.3
the effectiveness of our approach in combining bounding boxes from different text detec-
tion methods. The GP-based fusion achieved a better precision, recall, and F-measure
values than individual methods and baseline method, considering the non-deep methods.
We could observer percentage increases of 76.2% and 27.3%, in terms of precision and re-
call, respectively. Considering the best text detection method in this dataset, our fusion
could bring a percentage increase of 4.9%, in terms of F-measure value.
For the deep learning-based methods, our GP solution also achieved the best results
for precision and F-measure metrics. The minimum and maximum percentage increase in
terms of F-measure value was 1.6% and 53.9%, respectively. Figure 5.4 illustrates some
examples of fusion bounding boxes. As we can observe, our proposed solution was able
to properly fuse overlapped bounding box (Figures 5.4(a), (g), and (f)) and, at the same
time, to remove false positive detections (Figures 5.4(a), (c), and (e)).
Table 5.4: Performance results of the GP-based fusion method considering the non-deep
methods and the ICDAR 2013 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
SceneText 72.3 49.1 58.5
SnooperText 80.5 56.9 66.7
MSER-SWT 63.8 34.9 45.1
GP-based Fusion 81.2 61.5 70.0
Table 5.5: Performance results of the GP-based fusion method considering the deep-
learning-based methods and the ICDAR 2013 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
TextBoxes++ 84.9 82.2 83.5
Pelee-Text 76.4 82.3 79.2
PixelLink 48.8 63.3 55.1
GP-based Fusion 89.5 80.6 84.8
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i)
(j)
(k) (l)
Figure 5.4: Example of images and detected bounding boxes before fusion (first column)
and after applying the GP-based fusion method (second column).
ICDAR 2015: Multi-oriented scene texts
This section presents the performance results of our fusion approach for the ICDAR 2015
dataset, which contains multi-oriented scene texts. Table 5.6 shows the performance
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Figure 5.5: The fusion of multi-oriented bounding boxes detected by deep learning-based
methods. The first four columns illustrate detection results achieved by the Pelee-Text,
TextBoxes++, PixelLink, and PSNet networks, respectively, and the last column shows
the performance results achieved by our GP-based fusion method.
results to fuse deep learning-based methods. We could observe that our GP-based fusion
bring improvements for both recall and F-measure metrics, with a percentage increases
of 14.7% and 9.6%, respectively, in comparison with PSENet network, and a percentage
increases of 0.7% and 1.5%, also in terms of recall and F-measure, in comparison with the
best text detection method (TextBoxes++).
Figure 5.5 illustrates examples of fusion bounding boxes, from which we can confirm
the ability of our proposed method for learning complementary information from different
detectors. For instance, the example illustrated in the second row shows that Pelee-Text
and PSENet networks detected block of texts instead of words, which increased the false
positive rates for these methods. On the other hand, PixelLink network split the word
“MARINA:SQUARE” into two words, which also increased the false positive rate of this
network. However, our fusion method was able to properly fuse the detection results
of these methods, filtering out false positive detections and accepting correct bounding
boxes detected. Finally, the third example (last row) shows a clear example of spurious
bounding boxes removal.
Table 5.6: Performance results of the GP-based fusion method considering the deep-
learning-based methods and the ICDAR 2015 dataset.
Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
TextBoxes++ 82.0 79.4 80.7
Pelee-Text 83.5 77.3 80.3
PixelLink 81.7 80.7 81.2
PSENet 72.0 77.6 74.7
GP-based Fusion 82.6 81.3 81.9
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5.3.2 Would genetic programming be an effective approach for
bounding box fusion?
This section presents a comparison of performance of our GP-based solution for fusion and
other well-known fusion rule such as union-based fusion, i.e., OR-rule. This experiment
aims to verify if GP-framework could find, in training phase, an effectiveness criteria
for fusing bounding boxes considering the (near)-horizontal, vertical, and multi-oriented
texts.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the comparison of performance considering the non-deep and
deep learning-based methods, respectively. We could observe that our approach presented
better results in terms precision ad F-measure values for all scenarios. In comparison with
Union-based fusion, the proposed method brings a percentage increase was of 9.7% and
16.3%, for ICDAR 2011 and ICDAR 13 datasets, respectively, in terms of F-measure
and considering the fusion of non-deep methods. For deep-learning-based methods, the
percentage reaches 3.5%, 18.4%, and 10.8% for ICDAR 2011, ICDAR 2013, and ICDAR
2015 datasets, respectively, also in terms of F-measure. These results suggest that our
proposed method was able to find criteria that lead a effective fusion of bounding boxes
under different scenarios.
Table 5.7: Comparison of performance results among our proposed method and union
rule-based fusion, considering the non-deep methods.
Dataset Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
ICDAR 2011
Union-Rule + NMS 73.3 75.2 74.3
GP-based Fusion 89.6 74.8 81.5
ICDAR 2013
Union-Rule + NMS 59.9 60.4 60.2
GP-based Fusion 81.2 61.5 70.0
Table 5.8: Comparison of performance results among our proposed method and union
rule-based fusion, considering the deep-learning-based methods.
Dataset Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
ICDAR 2011
Union-Rule + NMS 85.7 90.8 88.2
GP-based Fusion 93.7 89.0 91.3
ICDAR 2013
Union-Rule + NMS 62.7 83.4 71.6
GP-based Fusion 89.5 80.6 84.8
ICDAR 2015
Union-Rule + NMS 65.1 85.6 73.9
GP-based Fusion 82.6 81.3 81.9
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5.3.3 Would our proposed solution based on GP leads to im-
proved results when acting as post-processing method?
This section presents experimental results of our proposed method for bounding boxes
filtering. In this task, our GP-based solution is expected to remove or fuse overlapped
bounding boxes, mainly to remove bounding boxes with low-confidence, and false positive
cases. We compare our results with the standard method used in the literature to remove
overlapped bounding boxes, the non-maximum suppression (NMS) method [41]. We do
not consider the non-deep methods in these experiments because such methods already
have a post-processing step in their original pipelines, which could lead to biases in our
conclusions regarding the use of the proposed method as a post-processing step upon
these approaches.
Figure 5.6 shows the results for the proposed method considering all datasets consid-
ered in this work. We could observe that our method was able to improve the precision for
all datasets and text detection methods and datasets, except for the PixelLink network
in the ICDAR 2011 dataset, which suggest that our proposed method could remove false
positive cases, i.e., bounding boxes whose content does not have textual elements. On
the other hand, our methods did not lead to improvements in terms of recall, which was
expected since the fusion method does not generate bounding boxes in text regions that
was not detected for any text detection methods. In fact, our GP-based fusion solution
is expected to increase the precision rates and not decrease the recall rates, as much as
possible, towards having better results in terms of F-measure metric. In this context, we
could observe that our proposed method led to improvements in terms of F-measure for
all text detection methods, except for the PixelLink network.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of performance of our proposed method trained in the absence of
a particular fusion operator type.
5.3.4 What is the most important fusion operator type for an
effective fusion?
This section presents the results of experiments designed to find out the importance of
fusion operators proposed in this work. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of performance of
our GP-based fusion method trained in the absence of a particular fusion operator. We
could observe that remove operator plays an important role during the fusion, followed
by the union operator. We could observe a great drop in the overall performance of our
GP-based fusion when we discard these operators. The percentage decreases in terms of
F-measure values reaches 0.5% and 16.3% when we discard the union and the remove
operator, respectively.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This dissertation presented a comparative study of text detection and recognition meth-
ods. Our study considered both non-deep and deep-learning-based approaches, which
were characterized both from an experimental perspective. We also introduced a genetic
programming framework for combining the results of text detection results of different
methods.
This section summarizes the main lessons learned (Section 6.1), as well as points out
possible research venues for future work (Section 6.3).
6.1 Lessons Learned
In this section, we overview our main conclusions, which are summarized as follow:
• As expected to text detection methods, the deep learning-based methods presented
top-performance results in terms of effectiveness, while the non-deep learning-based
methods showed to be very efficient options for text detection. However, we noticed
some exceptions to which we could pay attention to our future investigations. In op-
posite directions, we found some efficient deep learning-based methods (SqueezeDet,
SSD-MobilenetV2, and TextBoxes), and effective non-deep learning-based methods
(SnooperText, Scene Text Recognition methods, and Canny Text Detection). The
conducted comparative study provides insights about traditional and recently pro-
posed approaches for the text detection problem, opening promising research di-
rections for future works. Considering a restricted computing scenario, in terms
of effectiveness and efficiency, Scene Text Recognition achieved the best results in
the three evaluated datasets for non-deep learning-based methods, as well as, it
achieved the best results in time processing (0.86 without using post-processing,
and 1.78 using improved post-processing) and disk usage (0.10 MB). On the other
hand, TextBoxes++ presented the best results while maintaining a balance of effi-
cacy and efficiency among all the deep learning-based methods. These experiments
suggest that Scene Text Recognition and TextBoxes++ according to criteria (1GB
maximum of disk usage and 1 second of time processing) can be used considering a
restricted scenario;
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• As expected to text recognition methods, we could observe that the SnooperText
and Scene Text Recognition are promising methods for the construction of end-to-
end text recognition solutions considering a restricted computing scenario. However,
SnooperText presented several limitations in terms of efficiency in text detection re-
sults. Regarding the deep learning-based methods, both SSTD and TextBoxes++
are good candidates. The effectiveness results of the TextBoxes++, when com-
bined with the CRNN recognition method, is impressive. Besides, CRNN presented
the lowest results if we compared it with Tesseract in terms of efficiency. For text
recognition, Scene Text Recognition and Tesseract presented to be the best meth-
ods maintaining the effectiveness and efficiency for all the non-deep learning-based
methods, which suggest that both can be executed considering a restricted comput-
ing scenario. TextBoxes++ presented the best results for text detection, along with
Tesseract presented competitive results in two datasets. Therefore, according to the
experiments, TextBoxes++ and Tesseract using the criteria defined for a restricted
scenario (1GB maximum of disk usage and 1 second of time processing), suggest
that both can be used considering a restricted scenario;
• As expected, the proposed method based on GP achieved the best results for both
scenarios, using non-deep and deep learning-based methods. Our solution was su-
perior than performance of individual methods, which suggest that the proposed
method for fusing bounding boxes is able to extract complementary information
among different approaches for text detection. That opens new opportunities for
further investigations related to development of methods for constrained process-
ing scenarios. Those methods would improve the effectiveness of efficient non-deep
learning-based methods by combining their complementary views;
• As expected, the proposed method learned how to effectively fuse bounding boxes
from text detection methods in training phase, in order to find an effectiveness
criteria that fuse two or more bounding boxes considering the (near)-horizontal,
vertical and multi-oriented text. These results suggest that our approach is promis-
ing for improving the effectiveness of text detectors based on the combination of
efficient non-deep learning-based methods. That opens the opportunity of devel-
oping applications for devices with constrained processing capabilities (e.g., mobile
devices) based on non-deep learning-based approaches. Also, the GP-based fusion
scheme was able to fuse and to improve the detection scores of highly effective deep
learning-based methods, which makes it a promising alternative for fusing effec-
tive text detectors in operating scenarios that allow off-line processing and also for
devising data-driven post-processing strategies;
• Also, our GP solution achieved better results in comparison with NMS, when acting
as a post-processing method. These results suggest that our solution can be used as
a post-processing step for text detection methods, considering both non-deep and
deep learning-based approaches.
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6.2 Publication Related to this Dissertation
This section presents the publications related to this dissertation as follows:
Publications directly related to this dissertation.
• J. L. F. Campana, A. Pinto, M. C. Neira, L. G. L. Decker, A. Santos, J. S. Conceição,
and R. Torres. On the fusion of text detection results: A genetic programming
approach. IEEE Access, pages 1–1, 2020 (To appear)
Publications indirectly related to this dissertation.
• Luis Gustavo Lorgus Decker, Allan da Silva Pinto, Jose L. Flores-Campana, Manuel
Alberto Cordova Neira, Andreza A. dos Santos, Jhonatas S. Conceição, Marcus A.
Angeloni, Lin Tzy Li, and Ricardo da Silva Torres. Mobtext: A compact method
for scene text localization. In Giovanni Maria Farinella, Petia Radeva, and José
Braz, editors, Proceedings of the 15th International Joint Conference on Computer
Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics Theory and Applications, VISIGRAPP,
volume 5, pages 343–350, Valletta, Malta, February 2020. SCITEPRESS
• Manuel A. Córdova, Luis G. L. Decker, Jose L. Flores-Campana, Andreza A. dos
Santos, Jhonatas S. Conceição, Allan da Silva Pinto, Hélio Pedrini, and Ricardo
da Silva Torres. Pelee-text: A tiny convolutional neural network for multi-oriented
scene text detection. In M. Arif Wani, Taghi M. Khoshgoftaar, Dingding Wang,
Huanjing Wang, and Naeem Seliya, editors, 18th IEEE International Conference
On Machine Learning And Applications, ICMLA, pages 400–405, Boca Raton, FL,
USA, December 2019. IEEE
• Jhonatas Conceição, Allan Pinto, Luis Decker, Jose Luis Campana, Manuel Neira,
Andreza dos Santos, Helio Pedrini, and Ricardo Torres. Multi-lingual text local-
ization via language-specific convolutional neural networks. In Anais Estendidos da
XXXII Conference on Graphics, Patterns and Images, pages 215–218, Porto Alegre,
RS, Brasil, 2019. SBC
6.3 Future Work
This work has opened new opportunities for further investigations. Some of them are
listed below:
• We consider using other approaches based on deep learning and non-deep learning,
to evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency, as well as, other datasets, such as those
related to MLT (2019) – Text Detection, Word Identification, and both;
• We consider improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the SnooperText method:
SnooperText yielded competitive effectiveness results for both ICDAR’11, ICDAR’13
and ICDAR’15 datasets. We believe that its effectiveness may be further improved
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by investigating deeply the impact of its parameter setting. Regarding efficiency, one
alternative would be to re-implement (some of) its components in another, possibly,
faster language. Finally, it can be used in a restricted scenario;
• We consider using other descriptors, such as Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [125],
Histograms of Oriented Gradients [17], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [124], and
Mean Local Binary Pattern (M-LBP) [3] to train the classifiers (first and sec-
ond ones) of the Scene text detection implementation proposed by Neumann and
Matas [116][122]. The classifiers of the Scene text detection implementation use
only binary descriptors to classify if an ER is a candidate character. However, a
lot of research initiatives have been using texture descriptors because they are also
very efficient to extract different discriminative features;
• We consider investigating the possibility of merging the best features of TextBoxes++
and SSD-MobilenetV2, i.e., take advantage of the adapted layers of TextBoxes++
to recognize oriented text along with the structure and final model size of SSD-
MobilenetV2;
• We consider using other methods of text detection and recognition for the compar-
ative study. Given that we consider some text detection and recognition methods
of the literature. Now there are many implementations that have better results for
each dataset considered in this comparative study;
• We consider including novel operators to improve the fusion function discovery pro-
cess. Given that the operators used Fuse or Remove bounding boxes, based in some
conditions. New conditions and methods can reach to improve the results obtained;
• We plan to develop fusion approaches for arbitrarily shaped texts (e.g., curved text
collections). In this dissertation, we considered only three shapes: (near)-horizontal,
vertical, and multi-oriented. Since the new ICDAR competitions consider arbitrary
shapes within their challenges, the use of these can establish new approaches using
the fusion of methods as a new solution to the detection of texts.
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